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CHAPTER 1I

introduction
purpose of the study
st

early days of the church the latter day
saints have been a temple building people temple building
is therefore an important part of latter day saint church
history and the history of the st george temple is of par
nicular
ticular importance because this was the first temple com
plated after the saints came west and the first temple where
pleted
extensive ordinances for the dead were performed in addition
to those ordinances which were performed for the living
since there is no complete volume containing information about
the st george temple and because this is an important phase
of LDS church history not only because of the importance
of temple building among the latter day saints but also
because of the contribution to early colonization in the west
a
a
ore
volume
such
need
cheref
therefore
there
theref
for
that
is
is
felt
it
an attempt will be made in this thesis to bring to light
available data pertaining to the historical background of the
area the temple site construction dedications purposes and
uses of the st george temple located at st george utah
from the

T

vol

it

r
latter
latac
lattc

joseph smith

lake city
salt
p
day
k

saints

jr

documentary history of the church
utah church of jesus christ of

168

1

2

resource materials
every effort has been made to obtain and review
original sources as it pertains to this study historical
writings newspapers private journals diaries and other
materials have been used in this study collections from
the church historians library of the church of jesus christ

latterday
latter day saints

in salt lake city and the special colprovo
young
brigham
university
at
library
utah
lections
public and school
have contributed most to this study
libraries have been used to obtain resource material for
this study
of

organization of the study
an attempt has been made to organize the research
material in a way that will help the reader to follow in
logical order the historical background of the area the
selection of the temple site the construction period dedi
cat
canions
ions meetings and other important events surrounding
cations
the history of the st

george temple

definition of terms
abbreviation for latter day saints
saints members of the church of jesus christ of
latterday
latter day saints
LDS

mormons
cormons
Mor mons

of jesus

nickname given to members of the church

christ of latter

in the book of

mormon

day

saints because of their belief

3

territory

in this study refers to the territory of

utah
the southern part of the territory of utah
the southwest corner of the present state of utah
stake A group of wards comprising a particular
geographical area

dixie

agard
viard
ward
vard

A

local congregation

quotations used in the Sstudy
care has been taken to insure accuracy in the use of
quotations in this study therefore any mistakes in spelling
punctuation etc were found in the original

II

CHAPTER 11

historical

background

OF THE AREA

st george utah the site of the st george temple
is located in the rio virgin valley in the heart of utahs
boy
by the projecting
dixie the rio virgin is a valley formed toy
spurs of the pine valley mountains opening and
expanding toward the river skirting it on the south
the
mormon
exploration in this area took place in 1849
189
first
when parley P pratt brought an exploring company as far
2
south as what is now known as washington county

ridge of

two

colonizing the area
acting on pratts reports church authorities pro
posed in a general conference of the church in 1851 that
john D lee establish a colony at the junction of the santa

clara and the rio virgin rivers

the purpose of this colony
was to see if such warm weather crops as grapes cotton
3
figs and raisins could be raised in this southern area
1brigham
brigham

roberts
church salt lake city utah

p

H

comprehensive history of the

A

deseret

122

book co

p

2under
bunder
under the dixie sun
st george utah
county chapter daughters of utah pioneers 1950

3juanita
ejuanita
juanita brooks the cotton mission
quarterly XXIX july 1961 202
4

1930
1950

9

vq
aq
V

washington
p

23

utah historical

5

john

D

lee

was eager

for this mission but
was directed instead

he

failed
settled
fort on

he
to travel as far south as he
in the northern part of washington county and built a
h
ash creek called harmony
in 1854 jacob hamblin and others went into the virgin
5
among
to
they
do
work
missionary
valley
the indians
river
t

were followed three years

later in

1857

by about one hundred

established the settlement of washington just
6
north of the present city of st george

settlers

who

because of the combination of summer heat

scanty

malaria alkali soil floods and other factors these early settlers in the rio virgin valley no more
than held their own by june 1861 there were still only
7
seventy nine families in the arcao
areao
area
one of the main reasons these struggling pioneers
had been sent to establish colonies in this southern part
of the territory was to experiment with the raising of
Q
8
cotton
the experiment paid off for over a period of
years these early settlers demonstrated that cotton could be
food supplies

4ibid
bibid
ibid
5roberts
eroberts
roberts p
6ibid
bibid
ap
bid pp

118
118

7andrew
candrew
andrew

119

karl larson agricultural pioneering in the
unpublished masters thesis depart
virgin river valley
p 148
ment of history brigham young university 1946
1

roberts

p

119

6

grown

9

and the leaders of the church began to see promise in

the venture

in the spring of 1858 president young heber C
11
kimball daniel II wells and others staked a group of
16 young men under the leadership of joseph horne
home to
Tona
tonaquit
quit at the
establish an experiment farm on the tonaquitq
confluence of the virgin river and the santa clara creek
when these young men returned to salt lake city in the
with them 575 pounds of cotton
late fall they took igo
they estiwith the seed and 160 gallons of molasses
0 a pound to pro
5
mated that the cotton cost them 540
340
10
dube
duce
duee

0

i

interest the developments which led up
to the civil war and realizing that the supply of cotton
th authorities
for the saints could be cut off completely the
of the church decided that they should promote further coloni
watching with

zallon of the rio virgin area therefore immediate plans
were made for the call of more settlers to colonize washington
county

selecting colonists
the exact method used in selecting colonists is not
known
however church leaders were apparently very careful
utah
in their selection utahs
dixie was a hard country to live
in and the type of men and women who were to be sent there
had to be strong physically as well as spiritually
without
such strength the chosen settlers would never have stayed
91bid
bid
10 juanita

st george utah A community
U
symposium on mormon culture logan utah
portrait9
portraits
tah
utah
portrait
state agricultural college now utah state university 1952
192
119

p

8

brooks

9

7

there endured the hardships and accomplished the aims of
there9
therea
their revered church leaders
families meeting these requirements were called from
over fifty different wards and branches in the church
fifteen wardssupplied
wards supplied one family each other wards supplied
more
the thirteenth ward in salt lake city utah supplied
11
the greatest number
in addition to spiritual and physical strength some
care was evidently taken to secure men skilled in various
occupations this was necessary for success and survival in
the following is a list and number of various occudixie
pations found among those early pioneers who went to settle
in the rio virgin valley
2 gardeners
31 farmers besides 1 horticulturist
gard ners 2
gardners
vine dressers and 1I vinter
2 with molasses mills
2 dam builders
an occupation in which all were to
have experience
1
14
blacksmiths
2 wheelwrights and 1 machinist
1I mill builder and 2 millwrights and 5
3 millers
10 coopers to make barrel containers for either liquids
or solids
1I adobe maker with 5 masons to lay the walls
1 plasterer and 1
I pa
painter
inter
1 shin
1 turner
1I joiner
53 carpenters
glemaker
shinglemaker
9

0

9

9

3

1

2
1

4
A

cabinet makers and 1I chair maker
mineralogist and 2 miners
the clothing industry was represented by
wool car
ders 1I weaver 1I tailor 1 hatter 1 brush
carders
calders
maker and 1 manufacturer who did not designate his
product
tanner and 5 shoemakers
the professions were represented by
musicians and
1I

thyrum
ihyrum
iiyrum

1

re
id
reid

fiddler

early history of utahs dixie
unpublished masters thesis department of history brigham
young university 1931
ap 115 117
19319 pp
L

t

9

8
53
2
2
1
1
1

school teachers 4 clerks 1 lawyer and 1 printer
surveyors to divide the land
daguer reans to preserve their portraits for posterity
daguerreans
butcher 1I baker 1 castor oil maker
tobacco maker
drum major and 1 sailorly
sailorl2
sailor
9

young
1861
brigham
in
dixie
after visit
utahs
convinced that in spite of the variety of manpower it
necessary to reinforce and strengthen the older settle-

to

a

was
was

ments and to

establish

in the october
general conference 1861 a call went out for three hundred
settlers to come from various areas orson hyde was instructed
13
many
sanpete
pete
to raise from thirty to fifty families in San
new ones

thus

others came from salt lake city while others left other
northern settlements
the reaction to these calls to hardship were as varied
as the professions of the 378 men and 370
570 women who were
1860ts
ts joseph alien
1860s
utah dixie during the early 1860
called to utahs
allen
ailen
stout wrote
1I received a letter from my brother stating that him
and me were both called to go to the south and raise
cotton now this was joyful news to me for 1I was glad
to leave that cold country and get where 1I could raise
southern products but my wife felt bad for she thought
1I began to
she could not live in a hot climate
try to sell out but there was so many called at the
same time that 1I could only get one yoke of oxen and a
one year old heifer for my place with the hay potatoes
and household 1 stuff which 1I
1200

dollars

12
PP

23
25

2 53

brooks

1 parson
13
13larson
Larson

14

14

left

st george utah
pp
ap

the whole was worth

A

community

portrait

148
18 149

jo4rnal of joseph alien
typed copy of journal
ailen stout
allen

brigham young

university

p

224

9

this

spirit is reflected

in the words of robert
gardner jr who wrote in 1984
1384 of his call to dixie
1I looked and spit
took off my hat and scratched my
1
next
day
head and thought and said all right
I went up
riahi
riaht
to the city and seen george A smith in the historian
blame
office he laughed when 1I went in and said dont
doni
anyone but me the president told me to get a list of
names suitably for that mission so 1I thought of you for
one and thought you would be willing to go if called
to go step in to the presibut if you dont
doni want
dent office and ask him to take your name off the list
and he will do it
1I expect he would but 1I shant try him 1
I have come to
find out what kind of a fit out is wanted and when to
same

9

go 15

and charles

october

19

L

walker wrote in his diary on

1862

se ren years
seren
well
veil here 1I have worked for the last seven
ueli
uell
through heat and cold hunger and adverse circumstances
and aat least have a home and a lot of fruit trees just
rid look pretty
beginning to bear
weil
well
boar aand
veil I1I must leave
ueli
uell
anid
arid go and do the will of my father in heaven
arld
and
leaven
it
and 1I pray god to give me strength to accomplish that
10
16
rne
me
urhich is required of
urbich
which
in the same spirit of faith young john pulsipher
wrote his reaction to the call
october 1861 at an evening meeting in the city
1I was informed by bro
george A smith that 1I was selected
deil
dell

3

for a missionary to the south on what was known as the
cotton mission
teeLs were
volunteers
volunteels
this news was very unexpected to me Volun
called for at conference to go on this mission but 1I did
mey
not think it meant me
met for 1I had a good home was well
to do
satisfied and had plenty
simith told me 1I was selected
but when apostle geo A smith
to go 1I saw the importance of the mission to sustain
israel in the mountains we had need of a possession in
15 history

of robert gardner
at st george utah january 7 1884
188
young university
X
269
2693240
324
524
269324
269524

journal of charles

young university
uni ver
versity
hersity
sity

L

jr

walker

9

written

by himself

typed copy brigham
typed copy brigham

10

a warmer climate and 1I thot 1I might as well go as any
body
then the spirit came upon me so that 1I felt to
thank the lord that 1I was worthy to go
we go with joy leaving our happy home which had
cost us about 4 years hard work and was just getting a
farm under cultivation that would produce enough in one
year to last us a dozen years
A few wagons are here before us but the
december

city is not surveyed

three days after our arrival
our first son john david was born on the
here
morning of the 28th of december a stout healthy child
0

and the mothy
mother got along as well as when
house

we

were in a

brethren and all the saints going to
snow
gave the following instructions
erastus
dixie
utahs
1I feel to speak encouragingly to my brethren
so far
as our removal from this to the southern part of the
territory is concerned 1I feel to go body and spirit
with my heart and soul and 1I sincerely hope that my
brethren will endeavor to do the same for so long as we
strive to promote the interests of zion at home and
abroad we shall be happy and prosperous and what seems
to be a temporary leaving and losing of present comforts
that we have gathered around us will be like bread cast
upon the waters
which after many days shall be gathered
like seed that brings forth much fruit if any suppose
they are making a temporary sac
sacrafice
rafice let them come
sacrifice
but he that
before the lord and claim one hundred fold
th a commandment with a doubtful heart and keep
receiveth
receive
damned
those
eth it with slothfulness the same is damnedo
who complain of their condition are miserable and their
reward burketh
lurketh from beneath and not from above brethren
god forbid if this should be the case with any that are
called to go on this mission we will accomplish more
good for the territory and enjoy much more happiness than
we could by staying here
to you that think you cannot
bring your feelings to go upon this mission like men so
1I am concerned 1I will vote to release you
far as
1I wish to say a word more to our brethren who are
expecting to accompany me south 1I do not feel it will
be wisdom to load ourselves down with household furni
ture but if a woman wishes to take her rocking chair
along why let her take it for that will probably make
her more comfortable than any other article of household
furniture but leave the heavy furniture behind and go
with that which will be useful to you
to these

0

17
17brooks
p

2

brooks

st george utah

A

community

portrait

0

11

in reference to timber for making our bed seeds
steds and
other articles of furniture we can find plenty of it
but 1I will tell you that 1I wish our brethren to understand that it is their business to supply themselves with
good tools to work in the ground such as shovels spades
picks and also a general supply of quarry tools will be
we
we
any
want to take them
on
hand
have
wanted
if
along all kinds of tools suitable to splitting and dress
ing the rock and if we have not got the means or the
tools let it be made known
we want every mechanic to take with him his tools
and if for want of a team he cannot take them along let
we
be
and
reported
will take them along for it is the
it
tools we want and not the manufactured goods and we will
take pleasure in arranging to carry down the tools of the
mechanics who cannot take along their own
there is a good saw mill in pine valley washington
county but this will not supply us we expect two or
three new saw mills will be in operation before next
spring for we shall take the irons along with us this
can will do well to take along
fall those brethren who who
have large families
tents particularly those
seeds should be taken along parall kinds of choice
ticularly
ticul arly those that are adapted to that part of the
territory
we
a
next
have
spring
expected
cardshall
that
is
it
ing machine hence those that have sheep should take
them along with them
and if any are not making their
calculations to take them out at the present let them
shape their course and arrange their affairs so as to
take them along as soon as possible for we not only want
to raise the cotton but the wool we shall want the
linsey woolsey and the jeans therefore we want the wool
as well as the cotton
1I hope that all musicians that are called will take
them and if their are musicians
their instruments with
called who have not got instruments and if there is any
way by which they can procure them it is my particular
request that they take some along also their music books
1I also wish to say to the brethren and sisters that
so far as practicable it is advisable to take school
my
to
our
have
books along with them
desire
is
it
children in school soon after we get down there and if
we have no school houses we will pitch our tents and set
8
18
our sisters to work to teach our children

is william E berrett and alma P burton readings in
D S
L
s to ry vol 11
church hi
lake city deseret book
II
his
LDS
salt
company
mpany
mcany
1 Q

Y

1955

pp
ap

508 509

12

problems encountered
and so they

left their

homes and

friends and faced

south with a fortitude possible only through faith in their
god and

their leaders

typical of the attitudes of these frontiersmen
pioneers was that of the george jarvis family brother
19
jarvis the first one to arrive on his town lot
pulled
his wagon up stepped out beside a mesquite bush on a sand
knoll and said to his family well we are home get out
mother
his wife was an aristocratic young woman from a
fine home in england looking about she began to cry then
immediately getting control of herself she turned to her
children and said to them don
dont you dare cry father says
20
this is home so lets get out and get started
because of lack of experience and because of the

fact that not all of the people were frontiersmen many of
them had trouble adjusting to this new situation
but they
were called because their particular trade or skill was
aheado
needed and most forged aheady
ahead brother joseph orton is typigo
so
to
to
making
preparations
cal of many such settlerso
in
settlers
settler
an
team
ox
an
out
and
of
old
dixie he rigged up a rit
it
fit
19

the
the method of selecting lots was as follows
town was surveyed and divided into lots
the lots were num
bared and corresponding numbers were written on slips of
bered
paper and placed in a hat or other container
the number
each individual drew designated the lot he was to receive
9
george
juanita brooks st ge
0r e
the city with a
18
15 187
heritage the utah magazine 1I 11
II august 1936 139
38
58

13
15

the cover of which was a combination of rag carpet and
bed
tick when he stopped for the first night he left the
bedtick
yoke on his oxen so as to be able to distinguish his from the

wagon

others in the morning orton realized this was unnecessarily
cruel to the oxen so each morning from then on he waited
until all the others had hitched up their ox teams and then
21
he took the ones that were left assuming they were his
when brother orton arrived in dixie he planted some
corn along the creek bottom he planted the crop and later
went back and replaced some of the plants
when he tried to
return again he could not find his farm he said someone
22
had cut down the cottonwood tree he used for a landmark
joseph orton may not have been an experienced pioneer
and colonizer but he was an experienced shoemaker and his
trade was an asset to the community in which he lived after
snow
many mis
was
by
orton
erastus
misadventures
misadventurer
advised
that he
adventures
23
had better stick to his shoemaking
because of the increased hardships it was difficult
to get people to stay in utahs dixie during those early days
94
24 many
of colonization
of them after arriving there and
seeing the type of country they were in and realizing the
21

ibid
22
ibid
ibid
pz
az
23

23andrew
andrew

1I was called to dixie
larson
karlnews
salt
press
p 113
iggi
1961
press1961
city
115
lake
deseret
gli
2 it
john taylor journal of discourses liverpool and
graphed gartner printing and litho co
lithographed
lithographer
los angeles Litho
1964
1
pp
ap
196
1
4
XXIII
13
15
inc
xxiii7

114

hardships they would have to endure would either turn around
and go back
hack north or keep on going south in hopes of finding
oe
25
a better place
john taylor later president of the church recalled
at one time some of the problems of early colonization which
turned many less stalwart saints away from dixie
1I remember the struggles brother george A used to
lie labored under difficulties being so very
lle
ile
he
have
heavy and not as active as most men but he was a man
of great energy he would come down here and bring a
few men and would settle them down and go back again
by and by he would bring some more down all that he
by the time he came
could pick up that would volunteer
down again he would find half of the others had gone
they did not want to stop they thought the land was
set up on edge and had never been finished and they had
kinds of notions then he would return to the city
all
and drum up a few more recruits and take them down and
many
a
by the time he got here he would ffine
good
that
rine
ine
lne
of those he left had also gone
finally they became
weeded out and left until he got a lot of folks who
had considered it a duty to go on to a barren
if they
rock and stay there until they should be instructed to
leave would have done it it needed just such an element to come to this country
what brother snow said
here referring to the sad fact of there being such a
number of widows in this place whose husbands had gone
to their graves through having worked themselves to
death was perfectly true but then we dont want to
cry about it we may as well laugh as cry about the
past you have done a great deal of hard work in coming down from pine valley we found immense dugways in
the most forbidding places and it has required all the
perseverance energy intelligence and faith of even
those men who were capable of living on a dry rockit
roek
rock it
oom
eom
com plish
accomplish
required the combined energy of the whole to ac
complish
these things and a good deal of faith too26
thus taylor describes the character of most of the saints

dot

who

remained
251bid
ibid
26

ibid

15

after arriving in dixie early settlers

found

that

one

was
a
crop
do
to
to
to
things
important
plant
of the farst
first
provide food for the following year thus the need fror
or irrifor
gation water was urgent this meant building a dam across the

irst

virgin river and building ditches to carry the water to their
so the

farms

and ditches

winter of

1861 1862 was

spent working on a

dam

27

heavy rains came in the spring of 1862 and the ffloods
bloods
loods
in the river caused the dam to wash out and the ditch to fill

with

00
28
mud

time

after

pile

dam

through the years the dam had to be replaced
not until 1885 did work begin on a new
time

the pile dam was located near the site of the old
two indians snow and simon rolled the black
dam
lava rocks from the north slopes of the canyon to the
floor below where they were loaded on wagons and transported to the dam the indians were paid fifty cents
per day for this rockrolling
rock rolling job and it is said that
they were good workers and not afraid of long hours of
of the rock was unpleasant for much
toil the placing
of this work was done by men standing in water up to the
waist in winter spring and fall the water of the
virgin is cold
some water was turned into the fields while work
continued on the dam through 1887 and 1888
january 7 1889 charles W seegmiller reported the dam
and canal to be in good condition
the weary farmers
with fingers crossed began to hope that the river was
29
tamed

at last

little
this latest

hard working pioneers realize that
did these hardworking
on
dam was to go the way of the other dams
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the largest flood in the recorded history
of the virgin took out part of the dam and one week later
on december 15 1889 another flood washed away the rest of
0
30
the dam and 600 yards of ditch

december

7

1889

fighting the elements was a constant struggle a
struggle that took its toll for because of the many problems
that seemed to continually beset the saints many more of
them became discouraged and

left

the mission before 1890
the population of washington had dropped from more than 600
31
51
to 312
the virgin ditch used to carry the water from the
1

virgin river

three feet deep six feet wide and six
miles long including a tunnel over nine hundred feet long
there was a constant problem with the ditch breaking and
the settlers maintained a constant patrol to forestall any
breaks in the unsettled ditch brigham jarvis sr tells
186 in which a friendly
of an experience that took place in 1864
hairlip and his wife helped avert a disindian named buck haizlip
astrous break in the ditch A gopher had made a hole in the
ditch bank and the water was beginning to wash the bank away
no matter how hard and fast the men shoveled dirt into the
was

they could not stop the flow of water the hole kept
getting bigger and bigger the indian seeing they needed
some help called for his big buxom wife who sat in the hole
hole

until repairs could

be made
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the old virgin ditch was
written by mabel jarvis daughter of brigham jarvis sr
my grandfather told me some stories one day
bout the
old virgin ditch
how the pioneers first led the water that way through
the old virgin ditch
how they sweated and toiled while the summer sun boiled
and the ditch banks went slipping out like they were
oiled
no doubt your grandparents have told tales to you
As full of excitement and equally true
for every old settler has something to say about irrigating the pioneer way
on that old virgin ditch
one time when grandfather was called to patrol on the
old virgin ditch
for two days and nights with his shovel and pole on the
old virgin ditch
lie tramped down and back mending each break and crack
lle
ile
he
that the burned thirsty acres no water should lack
eaten
and only one dish of bran porridge held
hed
without any milk on or sugar to sweeten
though weary and famished he kept the patrol
up and down back and forth with his shovel and pole
on that old virgin ditch
on another occasion a gophers foul prank on the old
virgin ditch
had caused them the loss of some five feet of bank on
the old virgin ditch
with shovel and spade the hillside they flayed
for fully an hour but no progress was made
As fast as they flung in the gravelly earth
the stream bore it onward with garrulous mirth
to
keep
agreed
grandpa
and
both
exhausted
father
till up the battle was useless indeed
on that old virgin ditch
from his wigwam close by came buck hairlip
haizlip to aid in
mending the ditch
and they sent the earth flying with shovel and spade on
the old virgin ditch
twas
itwas useless they saw
then the indian called
but n etwas
the following

squaw
tisquaw

poem

www

ta

auman yah
taw winnee
she replied
winnee
again the buck shouted then swiftly came
across the rough furrows his ponderous dame
from her loud protestations the men feared a scrap
she flung herself back up stream into that gap

till

11

in the old virgin ditch

18
is

in another ten minutes the break was repaired in the
old virgin ditch
and the farmers rejoiced that their crops would be spared
long the old virgin ditch
but youll pardon them both 1I am sure if they smiled
As the earth against sallys broad quarters they piled
say
would
and always thereafter grandfather
p
remembering that day
be kind to the indians
oh
moved us to laughter or tears
often hels
hes
rehearsing the hardships of those pioneers
33
53
ditch33
of the old virgin ditch53
Ditch
on december 17 1887 just two days after the second
flood washed out the pile dam plans were discussed for con
A
new
was
a
a
dam
to
committee
of
st
find
selected
struction
striction
ruction
334
location for the dam
the construction of the dam and the new canal was
a tremendous task for a few poor people
labor they
could and did supply but cash to buy tools powder and
to obtain relief was obtained
steel was most
difficult
when andrew gregerson with his crew of railroad workers
offered their services they had been snowbound working
on the railroad to the west and because they were unable
to move either up or down the railroad they came into
st george to pass the winter they had the equipment
needed for the heavy rock work which confronted the dam
builders and they knew how to use it gregersons
company along
irish railroaders were boarded by the canal
with the workers from washington and st george the
these
55
irishmen were willing to work for
ditch credit
by midsummer of 1891 water from the new canal was
r
36
and in the spring of 1893
1895
delivered to the old fields
37
water was delivered to the new land
9
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developing the area
the water provided by the dams made it possible to
grow fruit in the virgin river basin so quite a few varieties of fruit trees and grape vines were brought from
california in this activity the settlers received encouragement from the leaders of the church because dried fruit and
wine would be good commodities for trade with the northern
settlements in february 1862 some orange lemon and olive
trees were brought to utahs dixie but dixie winters though
mild proved too cold for these to grow walter E dodge
who brought the citrus trees from california also brought
some honey bees with him
there was only a small quantity
of honey at first but it was a welcome change from molasses
and the bees became very important in the cross
pollination
crosspollination
honey along with sweet potatoes which
of the fruit trees
was introduced about the same time added further variety
TQ
38
to the pioneer diet
the building of homes was a necessity anywhere the
pioneers went but in such arid land water was more of a
necessity so until they obtained sufficient water the
wagons
saints had to be content with living in tents and wagonso
when they did turn to the construction of their homes there
was an abundance of rock for building but obtaining enough
lumber was a problem
38
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verse written by charles L walker
the following versey
tells of the problems and the progress of those early pioneers
was
sung
a
concert
given in honor
at
in st george
first
it
of brigham young and george A smith on one of their visits
to utahs dixie and was entitled st george and the drag9

on

1140

oh what a
when

desert place

was

this

mormons
found it
the
first
they said no white man here could live
and indians prowled around it
they said the land it was no good
and the water was no gooder
and the bare idea of living here
was enough to make one shudder
chorus
mesquite soaproot prickly pears and briars
st george ere long will be a place that
everyone admires

green lucerne in verdant spots
bedecks our thriving city
and vines and fruit trees grace our lots
with flowers sweet and pretty
where once the grass in single blades
grew a mile apart in distance
and it kept the crickets on the go
to pick up their subsistence
the sun it is scorching hot
makes the water siz siry
sir
it
and the reason why it is so hot
Is just because it is sir
the wind like fury here does blow
when we plant or sow sir
that
we place one foot upon the seed
41
and hold it till it grows sir
in spite of all the mesquite soaproot prickly
and briars
the early pioneers in st george lost no
now

pears

time in getting a building program going
40
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the

first

meeting

place was a large bowery built soon after the arrival of
the saints but it was only a temporary structure and in
1862 brigham young requested the building of a large meeting
house
in compliance with his request the saints on the
1863 Brig
brighams
hams sixty second birthday
first day of june 1865
49
42
the
laid the cornerstone for the st george tabernacle
following is a description of the building
dimensions of the tabernacle to be one hundred six
feet long by fifty six feet wide to the outside of the
main waldso
the plans as prepared by the architect
wallso
walls
wails
miles romney under the direction of the church architect provided for a broad foundation to meet all
requirements of weight for the building
the basement walls were to be three feet thick with
a nine foot ceiling and a projecting water table between
the basement and upper part
the main walls were to be two and one half feet
through of solid masonry high enough to allow for
twenty nine foot high ceiling
A gallery was to extend along the north
south and
east of the assembly room supported on the north and
south with nine solid turned columns and two such columns
under the east end of the gallery
the front of the gallery was to be formed with a
thirty six inch paneled baluster with pilasters over
each supporting column
the part extending over the
supporting columns to be paneled in artistic stucco
work
layed of a soft conglomerate lime
the foundation was bayed
rock found lying on the foot hills on the north of the
valley
at that time it was not known that the alkali mineral
in the ground would deteriorate and soften this type of
rock
the walls of the building were of vermillion sand
to
stone obtained at a rock quarry three miles
distant
5
43
the southeast of the west city springs
42

under the dixie sun
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on sunday

may 14

1876

the st

george tabernacle

hb
44
by brigham young

with the building of the
dedicated
tabernacle homes and other buildings st george became a
permanent settlement and when the desert began to blossom
like a rose more people began to move into this part of the
mitory and by 1871 st george was a thriving community
ritory
territory
tel
45
the people had
of more than eleven hundred inhabitants
gone through many trials and tribulations and had accomplished much in developing their agriculture their buildings and their government but the real test was to come
now it was time for them to build a temple to their god

warso
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LOCATION AND APPROVAL OF THE TEMPLE SITE

during brigham youngs trip to the
rio virgin valley he made the following prophetic statement
there will yet be built between these volcanic ridges

in

a

may

1861

th spires towers
city wi
with

and

steeples with

homes

contain-

I

during the next ten years this proing mahy inhabitants
phetic statement began to take place then in 1871 those
called to settle in the rio virgin valley were now to receive
1

rich spiritual reward the time had come that a temple
should be built in this land
but homes were built a social hall was completed
and the stone tabernacle the court house and the cotton factory all well under way when brigham young first
suggested the town as the site for the first temple in
31
vest at a special council meeting held january 51
the west
and presented
1871 he called in all the local leaders andpresented
2
the proposition to them
however there was not much wealth in this southern
area and the people were already under a heavy burden of a
building program that was not yet completed nevertheless
when the proposition of building a temple was presented to
the saints they thrilled at what they considered was to be

a

1

122

roberts comprehensive history of the church

2juanita
ejuanita
juanita brooks to the glory of god arizona
highways arizona state highway department april 1947
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great blessing and opportunity and voted unanimously in
3
favor of the proposition
in 1881 john taylor explored some of the reasons
for building a temple in st george he said
was
found that our temple in salt lake city would
it
take such a long time to build it was thought best to
erect one down here why because there was a people
living here who were more worthy than any others who
were more worthy of the blessings of a temple than those
who had displayed the self abnegation exhibited by the
go
piG
neers of the south godd inspired president young to
pio
pioneers
build a temple here because of the fidelity and self
abnegation of the people and furthermore that there
might be an asylum here for those living further south
to be administered to the holy ordinances of god
there was another thing in establishing the kingdom of god it was necessary that there should be a strong
place 4somewhere here between the land south and the land
north
immediately following the decision to erect a temple
in utahs dixie church leaders began to search for an
appropriate building site many rumors have been circulated
concerning an undocumented statement by brigham young that
moroni the nephite prophet general had actually dedicated
the site where the temple now stands
little information is
extant concerning this statement but the following declaration by david henry cannon jr one of the first settlers in
sto
ste george sheds some light on the background of the statest

a

0

ment
1I am

g
1
VOc
14
194
19
eighty two years old tomorrow voe
october
voctober
tober
the only living person so far as 1I know who heard

1I am

and saw what 1I

1881

am

31bid
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4john
ajohn
john taylor
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about to relate

at the

time of which

journal of discourses XXIII november
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25

seeing
shall speak 1I was a lad of eleven years allseeing
all
and all hearing and drove a team hitched to a scraper
president brigham young had written to robert gardner
president of the stake high council in this letter he
expressed a wish that a temple be built in st george
also that brother gardner select a few leading brethren
and as a group C 3 visit sites where it might be best to
build the temple this they did visiting spots each
thought might be best they could not agree and so
informed president young
president young arriving later somewhat impatiently
chided them and at the same time asked them to get into
their wagons or whatever else they had and with him
find a location site
to the south they finally stopped
but brother young protested the men this land
is boggy after a storm and for several months of the
year no one can drive across the land without horses
and wagons sinking way down
there is no place to build
a foundation
we will make a foundation
said president young
on while plowing and scraping where the foundalater
tion was to be my horses leg broke through the ground
into a spring of water the brethren then wanted to
move the foundation line twelve feet to the south so
that the spring of water would be on the outside of the
temple
we will wall it
not so replied president young
up and leave it here for some future use
but we cannot
move the foundation
this spot was dedicated by the we
Nep
nephites
hites they could not built it the temple but
can and will build it for them
to this day the water from that very spring is running through a drain properly built
1I make this statement of my own free will and choice
and without any fear of misgiving
cannon
we

J

signed david henry
jr
we
signed found david henry
undersigned
undersigner
the under
attestation
cannon jr
preparing beans to be canned also his
mind was clear and keen
during the entire interview
covering about thirty minutes he never hesitated for an
answer and he never was once in doubt as to what he had
seen and heard upon those memorable occasions he told
us many other items which we recorded this fourteenth
day of october 1942
192 but which we do not make a part of
this signed statement
signed E ernst bramwell
85 C st salt lake city utah
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zilpha H bramwell
85 C st salt lake city utah
richard S mcallister
utahs
st george utah5
the purpose here is not to determine the validity or
lack of validity of the above interview however this is the
only documentary proof pertaining to the dedication of the
spot of ground for the st george temple by ancient Nep
nephites
hites
at any rate cannon must have possessed a remarkable memory
to recall in such detail an event which had occurred more than
seventy one years before
seventyone
3

if

brigham young knew before the

site

selected
nephites
hites
that a particular place had been dedicated by the Nep
then why did he have others go and look over various sites
for the purpose of selecting the best one in a meeting held
in the st george tabernacle february 15 1873 brigham
young said he had diligently sought of the lord to know the
right location for this temple and he was well satisfied that
6
the place at first selected was the right place
nevertheless at least seven months before the actual
utah
construction was begun on the temple church leaders in utahs
young
a
brigham
from
of this letter
received
dixie
letter
charles L walker wrote
sunday april 15
school of prophets

1871
A

0

letter

this
was

was

went to the
read from brother
PM

1I

ast
5st
st george temple manuscript church of jesus christ
day saints historians library salt lake city
of latterday
latter
utah
ast
6st
st george stake record book church historians

library

1I

1850 1873
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brigham stating that the time had come that the saints
could build a temple to the most high in st george A
pass
over the assembly of elders
to
seemed
joy
of
thrill
present at the announcements it is to be built of
stone plastered inside and out
the length 190 feet
80 feet high two stories with a
width 142
12 feet and story
large hall
with rooms on each side and a
hali
hail in each
baptismal font in the basement brother brigham and
george A smith will be down next october to commence 7
the work and give directions concerning its erection

thus the site had been chosen for the temple
the
te was set for monday
date for the dedication of the si
site
november 6 1871 but two things made iitt necessary to change
the surveying was not yet complete and the weather
the date
was cold and raining
the dedication was postponed until
thursday november 9 1871
concerning the day of the dedication of the temple
site charles walker recorded the following
pzp
pap
p
7 easant
and
bright
basant 1I went to the block
clear
on which the temple is to he
be reared to witness the
ceremony of dedication
dedic
dedie cation
dadi
dedi
catlon there was about 400 carriages
ation
atlon
wagons
congrea
concourse
ic7
people
and
and
of
large
lev
icv
ica
ole
oie
e d on the south
gat
gated
east corner of the site the choir
southeast
sang an anthem
and br george A smith knelt and offered
up the dedicatory prayer which was full and power
powerfully
powerfull
full
the choir sang again then the santa clara brass band
played a tune after which br brigham said this is the
spot where the foundation stone will be laid and when the
records will be placed in a suitable stone made for that
purpose and also en
rsicy
er near roicy
the top of the building
sica
sicj
gaking
taking the
in this place after a few remarks he said baking
eg and uncovering his head we will now proceed to
shove7
shovea
shovel
I
k
he took the shovel and dug a few
break
brea theoutground
near the south east stake then gave the
shovels
shovel to geo A smith who did likewise then erastus
snow did the same after which jos W young jacob gates
wm
G
jas
hancock
herriman levi
bleake
bleace vm fawcett D D
mcarthur and quite a number of the bretheren myself
with all threw out a few shovels each the congregation
w

1

p

19
419

charles
charies
rharles
charles
charies

L

walker diary

brigham young

university
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then sang the spirit of god like a fire is burning
after which br brigham standing on a chair instructed
the saints how to make the salutation we raised our
right hand to heaven and smote our left at the same
time exclaiming hossana
hos sanal hosana
to god and the lamb
amen
anen amen
ameni
amentt
and amen
the 8congregation were then
dismissed by br brigham
the valley had been settled the temple site had
been selected and dedicated and now it was time to start the
construction of the building
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CHAPTER IV

construction
truman

0

PERIOD

angell architect

years
0
truman
experience
of
that
it
angell church architect came to his calling as chief architect of the st george temple after joining the church he
had moved to kirtland ohio where he was ordained a seventy
joseph smith however
and was eager to do missionary work
so he
asked him to stay in kirtland and build buildings
worked on the kirtland tample and later moved with his family
to nauvoo illinois where he worked as a carpenter on the
was with many

nauvoo temple

after

1I

the pioneers came west

to

salt lake city

plans for a new council house were submitted by a draftsman
truman 0 angell did not like the plans he said they were
not practical in this new country so he drew some new plans
this action was to alter the course of his life for brigham
young asked him to lay aside his carpenter tools and work on
the drawing board thus he became church architect design
ing schools office buildings homes and other buildings
among his greatest work was the designing of the salt lake

city
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salt lake

30
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temple

truman

0

angell

was

later

commissioned to draw the

plans for the st george temple
the plates on the following pages were taken from
truman

0

temple

3

angells original

drawings of the

st george

excavation
As noted in chapter 11
II the dedication of the site
and the groundbreaking ceremony took place on thursday
so eager were the people to begin work on
november 9 1871
the building of the temple that by 300 pm of the same day
4h
men went to work with teams and scrapers
due to primitive methods the excavation work was
rather difficult for the pioneers had to pick the dirt
5
loose load it into wagons by hand and haul it away
the foundation was dug twelve feet below the grade
6
the digging was easy for the most part as the
level
ground on the north side was composed of soft limestone and
that of the other three sides was composed of mud water
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the real problem
then was drainage and a drainage system had to be constructed
Q
8
to carry off the water
this drainage system still exists

and sinkholes in the gypsum formation

today
edward parry

chief

mason

for the temple had the

following comment to make concerning the excavation
in digging the greater part we found to be very wet
and soft so much so that it was necessary to dig a frame
around the outside within twelve feet of building a
was
square
so
tower
east
of
soft in places
it
little
that a fence pole could be pressed in from twelve to fifteen feet with east this caused considerable anxiety
as to the best way of making it substantial enough to
9
e
sustain the normous weight of the building
another account states that the ground was hard and
dry on top for four or five feet and from there down it was
set and soft making it necessary to dig the foundation deep
I1

at the bottom

and wide

10

difficulties encountered with the
water some thought that a new site should be chosen
ilam young felt that since the site had been selected
llam
brigham
Brig liam
because of the

inspiration
come

by

the saints could over11
the obstacles and build the temple here
and dedicated to the lord
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making a firm foundation

president youngs firm counsel
work went forward

ground

however

it

was headed and the

because of the boggy condition of the
was necessary to fill in with rock to

provide a firm foundation on which to build but not just
any kind of rock would do for this purpose as the action of
minerals in the soil would decay both sandstone and lime
so the material to be used was black volcanic rock
stone
to be quarried from a long black ridge of volcanic rock west
pres
young
B
quarry
was
by
found
of st george
the
there were no other rock as suitable to resist the action of
the minerals which causes sandstone and particularly lime
12
IP
stone to decay
in order to obtain this enduring stone a road was
made along the volcanic ridge and the rocks in sizes rang
ing from small pieces to boulders weighing several tons were
hauled by ox team to the site
after the rock was transported to the temple site
the problem arose as to how to pound it far enough into the
ground to make a solid foundation
to solve this problem
workmen ingeniously took an old cannon barrel and filled it
full of lead this pile driver weighing from eight hundred
to one thousand pounds was lifted by horse power about
9
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figure 5 CANNON BARREL
used as pile driver to pound volcanic rock into
ground in order to build a foundation for the st
george temple
tempie

37

thirty feet into the air

and then dropped

thus driving the

rock deep into the soft ground
the following is an interesting story connected with
the cannon that was used

the story of this cannon pile driver is another of
the romantic stories of the west according to howard R
driggs this cannon was manufactured in france and was
taken by napoleon in his siege of moscow and abandoned
in his retreat from the burning city from there it was
dragged into siberia thence to alaska and finally
landed at fort ross in california when sutter
sutler bought
the fort he acquired the artillery with it members of
the mormon battalion coming north after their historic
a mill
march in 1846
186 were employed by sutter
sutler to build
race where gold was discovered when these men decided
to return to utah they accepted as pay from sutter
along with other items two brass cannon mounted on
wheels
these they dragged over the northern route to
city
in 1851 one was brought south to
lake
in 1848
188
salt
parowan
carowan and thence to st george in 1861
today it is
mounted at the temple grounds as an item with a signify
signifi
5
13
cant history
the following is a song composed by request for the
boys who were
POUNDING ROCK INTO THE TEMPLE

tune

leg11
leglf
cork legle

foundation

pray you be still and all hush your noise
while 1I sing about carter and the pounder and boys
how the old hammer climbed and went toward the skies
and made such a thump that youd shut both your eyes
go ahead now hold hard now snatch it again
down comes the old gun the rocks fly like rain
now start up that team we work not in vain
with a rattle and clatter and do it again
now

1I

slack up on the south the north guy make tight
take a turn around the post now be sure you are right
now stick in your bars and drive your dogs tight
slap dope in the grooves go ahead all is right

april

1
13
brooks
1947
197 p 32

to the glory of god

hways
hig eways
arizona highways

38

sat the giant jimmy ide
a brave engineer with the rope by his side
like
go ahead and just raise it
he lustily cried
1 I run
this machine and carter beside
1I must not forget to mention our rob
who stuck to it faithful and finished the job
nearly played hob
the time it fell down and
andnearly
he neer
nefer
neler made a whimper not even a sob
pounder
good
to
and tools
carter
the
will
heres good
gardner the driver and mules
heres good will to
teg
will to the boys for theyve had a hard ttyg
heres good willqt
will
wiil taa us aai
willat
aal
heres
all and the little brown jug
now

right

on the frame

11

tempie
temple
rock for the te
or the
not only was the volcanic lava rock used ffor
footings and the foundation but also for the basement wall
up to just above ground level
from there on up the superstructure was built of red sandstone taken from the quarry
to the north of the city
this was the same quarry from
15
which rock was taken to build the tabernacle
temple sawmill

fell

the responsibility of getting lumber for the temple
to robert gardner a man well qualified for the job
gardner was born october 12 1819 at kilsyth
Kil syth

Stirling
stirlingshire
shire scotland

in the year 1821 his father emi
grated to the timbered country of canada where robert grew
to manhood here gardner became a convert to the church
14
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his conversion and baptism into the church make a rather
interesting though not unusual story gardner wrote of

this event
1844 the gospel of jesus christ of latter day
about 182
saints was brought to ourmy neighborhood by an elder whose
name was john bagaman
Ba
raman
baraman
brother william joined the
zhhis
church to the great surprise of arch ah
and
brothe
is
brother
we were not at home at the time he joined an
1I
and of
course did not oppose him but said inasmuch as he was a
converted methodist and his sins forgiven what more did
1
he want
or
I or those who were not converted
archie
if
would join him that would be all right but 1I didnt say
much and went to their meetings to hear and judge for
myself
the methodists preachers used to hold their
meetings in my house but when their meetings came at
the same time as the mormons meetings 1I would go to the
mormons
mormonst
Mor monsT meetings two miles away telling the methodists
mormonist
that they could go on with their meetings and that my
1I
wife my father and mother would take care of them
wanted to hear what the mormons had to say but was
ivould
ifould be
advised not to go near them for if 1I did 1I would
deceived but 1I went when 1I pleased and never went out
of my way to shun them
the methodists soon withdrew their meetings from my
1I continued to go and hear the mormons preach
house
and compared their doctrine with the doctrine of christ
and his apostles until 1I was satisfied it was from god
then 1I applied for baptism which was in the first days
of january 1845
185
my brother william was branch clerk and the mice
got his book and destroyed some of the records and 1I did
not get the exact date of my baptism however 1I never
will forget the time we went about one and a half miles
into the woods to get a suitable place in which to bawe cut a hole in the ice
ptise
about 18 inches thick
1I think
baptized
bapti
and my brother william baptised
while
sed me
under the water though only about a second it seemed to
me a minute
and a bright light shone around my head and
1I think 1
armed
irmed
had a very mild heat with it
confirmed
conf
I was conr
while sitting on a log near the water under the hands of
samuel bolton and my brother william bolton being the
1I cannot describe my feelings that 1
mouth
I had at that
time and for a long time after but 1I felt like a child
and was very careful what 1I said and16 did and thought lest
0
1I might offend my father in heaven
9

16
5

7

robert gardner

history of robert gardner

pp
ap
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several years later while at winter quarters robert
gardner his brother and james cragee
bragee got out the timber
for the construction of the first grist mill and on
great
came
he
family
the
with
october 1 1847
into
his
salt
187
17
lake valley
getting lumber in great quantities to build in a
place that was practically a desert was a real problem for
the nearest location of trees of proper size was on mt
trumbull in northern arizona about seventy or eighty miles
from

st george

the following is taken from the diaries of robert
gardner whose task it was to provide the lumber for the
temple

out

snow nominated me to go to trumbel and get
lumber which was needed for the temple
the motion

brother

carried but 1I utterly refused and gave
my reasons which were that 1I knew or was satisfied that
president young did not want me to get out the lumber
1I knew he had his mind on copeland of beaver
was
it
afterwards proven that 1I was correct
george
A
a
president
smith
and
while
the
after
snow
and
and
city
lake
for
brother
started
salt
mcdonald went to beaver with them
while there president
Y
n gr sent for coplan and tried to get him to go and get
0umfi
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1I fitted the mill out with men and took six
running
men with me into the woods
four with cross cut saws
1I took my bill of lumber needed for
and two with axes
the temple and my measuring pole and ax and selected and
when they
marked suitable trees for the choppers to cut
were
vere down 1I measured and marked them for the men with
the cross cut saws to cut log lengths
or teams and men to haul logs to the
next 1I arranged fror
for
mill after getting that part arranged we soon began
to fill the mill yard with lumber and then a lumber
hauling company was organized at antelope springs managed
by isaac C hate 1 haighj7
haighf
haight the distance was about half
way to st george
the entire distance from trumble to
st george was 70 miles the nearest water to the mill
was two miles and it took one man with a team all the
time hauling to supply 18the mill to keep up steam and
for domestic purposes
though most of the lumber for the temple came from
mt trumbull some of it came from pine valley mountain and

19

the buckskin mountains in the kaibab forest
obtaining lumber and stone for the temple took caa con

some from

sid erable number of oxen and
siderable

much equipment

was donated to the church by

faithful saints

letters

some

of which

the following

the concern the church leaders had for indi
vidual property that had been loaned to the church for work
on the temple as well as the faithful generosity of those
who

show

donated

salt
dishop
nishop
bishop

A

0

lake city dec

31
51

smoot

1.874
1874
187

the 53 yokes oxen you sent to st george to haul
lumber for the temple may from accident or other unfor
anfor
seen causes not be returned to you in the spring 1I think
you
to try and purchase them of the
be
well
will
for
it
owners on such terms as will suit them and bar all feel
ings of disappointment on their part you can use any
church stock you may have for this purpose
As

18
Is

ibid p 51
191fjournal
journal history

december 12

19513
1951 P
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the journey to mount trumbull from here is a long
and hard one especially this time of year feed also
being scarce and 1I fear that af
ter they have hauled lumafter
ber a while they will be so reduced in flesh that would
be of little service to the owners for farming opera
eions in the spring when prest smith telegraphed for
tions
get them if you can on subscription or
oxen he said
through the tithing office plainly indicating to me
that they desired to retain them there at least till
the hauling for the temple is done As it takes so long
to go and return from there it would seem superfluous to
send them so far for as short a time hence the above
suggestion that you purchase them and conciliate the
please
owners if possible to this change of the affair
that 1I can advise prest smith if
sothat
sithat
let me know soon anso
owner unwilling to sell his oxen you
there should be
will please send me a full and clear description of his
oxen yoke and chain and what time he expects them home
so that they may be identified and accordingly if possible returned to him
in this connection 1I will state that brigham and
willard cities donated their 4 yoke oxen yokes chains
wagon 2000 ibs
lbs flour and complete outfit to the temple
Kays
waysville
donated the yoke they sent Spring
kaysville
springville
ville
ville
2 yokes and so on
please dont delay answering and oblige

dot
respectfully
A

in a

letter

to

M

20
musser

macdonald clerk of southern
brigham young wrote on march 22 1877
A

F

utah tithing office
please deliver to
greene
evan flovius
clovius
fourteen yoke of work oxen belong to
what is known as the ox train which has been hauling lumber to st george temple also two ponies appertaining
to said train also deliver to him the two logging carts
which have been used hauling logs to the mill at mount
trumbull 21 and the ox frame and attachments at mount
trumbull
0o
20

sspecial
st george temple subject file
ecial file of
unpublished material church historian library
21
unput
book of unpub
st george temple letter book
dished correspondence between church leaders and those in
lished
charge of st george temple found in church historian
library 1877 1878 p 93

435

these and other oxen were to haul one million feet
of lumber for the temple
this was no easy task when one
considers that it took about seven days to haul a load of
lumber from mount trumbull to st george and then sometimes
only one or two of the larger timbers could be brought at one
22
time
this great task took men with more than skill and
experience it took men with courage and faith in what they
were doing

mortar and stone
much of the time between the dedication of the site
on november 9 1871 and the laying of the cornerstone on
23
25
was spent in the great task of excavating
march 10 1873v
1875
and filling in the boggy ground and getting things organized
for the actual construction overseeing all the preparation
94
24
homney
and the actual construction of the temple was miles romney
construction superintendent he was assisted by his son
wood
vood
nood

miles

P

romney

romneys
one of the Rom
neyssf
bom
romneysf
domneys
Romney

great problems

was

of course

labor and church leaders were aware of this on august 10
1873
1875 in a discourse delivered by elder george Q cannon in
the new tabernacle in salt lake city he announced that
president young was desirous that among those going south to
22
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story of miles
life book
co
1948
deseret
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salt lake city utah

may 5
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arizona to settle at least one hundred men be prepared with
provisions to last the winter and stay in st george to work
on the temple
he further stated that if they could not find
a good place in arizona for settlement there was a good
pc
25
opportunity for them to stay and work on the temple
on
the spirit of these laborers was commendable
may 7 1874
john taylor in one of his discourses spoke of
1872
this cooperative spirit found among those engaged in build
ing the temple

in st george

they commenced to
build a temple men were called upon from different
parts some from this city a great many from sanpete
county and from the different settlements to go and
in that locality in building the temple
assist down
yes
was
do
they
did
there much grunting about it
it
1I happened to be in a
1I have not heard that there was
meeting a short time ago and it was said they wanted a
men
means
to
to
to
help
and
those
clothe
furnish
little
them certain things and in a very little while there
were some ten or twelve hundred dollars subscribed with
out any grunting
there is a feeling of sympathy in the
hearts of the latter day saints towards one another and
e up
kingdom of
upbuilding
and
the
the
advancement
of
for t29
building
26
A

short time ago

god

discourse was delivered by president
george A smith to the general conference held in the new
tabernacle in salt lake city in which he made a report on the
st george temple he mentioned that the foundation of the
temple was up to the water table about eighteen feet from
the ground he spoke of the pleasant climate in st george
on may 9

august
1874

1874
187

a

2
25
25george
george Q cannon
1
10 18739
144
1873
26
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saying that there was continual spring and summer most of the
year and that fine fruit was grown in the area his purpose
seems to have been to make the place seem so desirable that
there would not be such a problem getting men to go to work
on

the temple

indeed

after describing the desirable cond-

itions of the area

fifty

smith urged that about one hundred and
of the brethren go down and work on the temple

invite

fifty

of the brethren to
volunteer to go down there this summer to put up this
building and to find themselves while they are doing
we
upon
the bishops presiding elders
shall
call
it
teachers and others from the various stakes of zion to
take this matter in hand when they reach home and find
go
can
who
to
they
are
and do this
willing
br
brethern
bretherd
if
ethern
work so that by christmas the building may be ready for
the roof that we may in a very short time have the
font dedicated and the ordinances of the holy priesthood
performed in that place we appeal to our brethren and
george
our bre
temple
of
st
th
in
brethbehalf
this
sisters
ren in that vicinity are doing all they can to push forward the work but five or six months help from a
27
hundred or a hundred and fifty men is very desirable
we

a hundred and

at the following

semi annual conference of the church

president george A smith speaking in
IS
october 6 1874
citey
the tabernacle in salt lake cityy
city again urged the brethren
saido
saida
to go to work on the temple
lle salda
ile
lie
said
sald
we also wish during the conference
to call the
attention of the brethren to the propriety of some two
or three hundred hands from different parts of the northern settlements volunteering to go to st george this
winter to work on the temple making a donation of their
labor during last winter quite a number of the brethren
went down from sanpete and some of the neighboring coun
three months work and during the
ties and put in about
entire winter there were only seven and a half days they
could not lay stone on the temple and they were mostly
rainy days those of us who have not got anything to

on

27
27george
george A smith
may 10 1874
187
87 88
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employ us to advantage during the winter can go down
our months work on that
there and put in three or ffour
temple in getting lumber and hauling it in quarrying
ying
quarrie
rock and in cutting and setting it in making mortar
providing lime and hauling it and in aiding in all the
various departments of labor necessary we can have the
walls put up and get the timber ready for the roof durlurI1

quarrii

ing the winter while we should be doing comparatively
1
one
home
at
item
is
this
shat
gat
that I wish to have
little
considered through the conference
and president smith was most persuasive for three

later

days

on

october

9

1874
187

the following remarks by

john taylor indicate the success of smithes
lun
volunsmiths plea for vo
7

teers
pleased at a meeting we had the other
evening in the tabernacle to learn that over three hundred men could be found who would go down to st george
this winter find their own food and work as teamsters
carpenters stone cutters and in other callings neces
ne31es
feces
sary to forward the work on the temple that shows
day
there is something like union among the latterday
latter
saints 1I like to see principles of that kind operating among us it shows that we possess a portion of the 9
29
spirit of the work and that we appreciate the gospel
in another talk at the same conference october 11
president george A smith asked the saints throughout
1I

1874
187

was very much

the territory to remember those who had been working on the
temple for many of them who had been working there for some

destitute of clothing and other necessities he
reported that the work on the temple was progressing and that
the walls were now thirty feet high again he made a plea
for more volunteers to work on the temple but stressed that
time were

28 george A
smith journal of discourses XVII
187
197 198
october 6 1874q
29 john
taylor journal of discourses XVII
oen
OcA
17
ober 9 187
october
18749 174
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no one was asked to

labor

the temple unless he desired to
do so
he then emphasized the importance and purpose of
completing this temple as soon as possible noting that
on

that temple is finished we can go down there and
be baptized for our dead receive our anointings
anoint ings and ordin30
ances and all the blessings pertaining to the priesthood
and for those who were planning to spend the winter in
st george working on the temple president smith gave the
following instructions as to the type of clothing they should
it

1

when

take with them
to all those who may have any intention of going
there to spend the winter 1I would say never go with
light shoes and thin clothing but take good warm cloth
do not be deceived with the
ing and thick soled shoes
idea that you will find summer weather there in the
winter season it is more like pleasant spring weather
and when evening comes good thick warm clothing is
31
51
needed31
needed51
needed
thus many of the saints responded to the urgings of
the general authorities and began their winter exodus to

read in a typical entry in the deseret news for
187
november 9 1874
that about fifty men from cache valley and
a number of men from nephi were on their way south to spend
32
the winter working on the temple
A month later
in a letter to the salt lake herald an
unidentified correspondent reported on the progress of the

dixie

we

temple
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30george
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october 11 1874
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st george utah

dec

5

18
1874

editors herald
today under a charmingly warm sunshine 1I accepted
the invitation of president G A smith took seat beside
him and enjoyed a pleasant hours ride first making
visit to the temple which gave us a nice drive of half
drive south where we found a force of about
ninety men including carpenters tenders and other
assistants at work on and around the building daily
putting into the wall fifty tons of rock
the wall is now up to the centre of the lower
course of ground window it is made of rough dressed
rocky except the window sills caps and water tables
rook
rock
which are smooth dressed
the rock and mortar are taken
up by horse power and all the business arrangements
around the building are like clock work the timbers
for the first floor are going in slowly on account of
the trouble and delay in getting lumber and timbers from
the mill fast enough for the carpenter force
there is
also quite a force of hands at mount trumbull lumbering
and another opening a road and a coal mine about thirty
miles east of here where there is an inexhaustible bed
of coal
quick note of matters and things about
after taking
the temple we drove to the quarry about a mile and a
half distant where we found busy at work men in the
quarry stone
cutters and fitters blacksmiths and other
stonecutters
help about 120 hands with a quarry front of about a
mile well uncovered and opened and teams hauling about
rock cut and prepared to be placed
fifty tons daily ofquarry
in the wall the
is a very interesting place to
races
faces of rock the sound
the fine smooth seam
seamfaces
visit hammer
the thump of the bar the rattle of
of the
and click of scores of picks and chisels are
drills
music in a business way
33J
a mile

3

signed

J

and a correspondent to the deseret news

signing him

self thistle wrote as follows
187
st george dec 10 1874
editor deseret news
the temple is progressing rapidly about fifty tons
of rock is laid on the walls daily by the energetic
rock layers
there are about thirty
labors of some twenty rocklayers
cutters and dressers engaged in the quarry and on the
ground preparing the rock for the layers also at present

sait

33salt
salt lake herald november

9

1874
187

p

1I

50

twelve teams are engaged in hauling rock from the quarry
on an average they haul thirty five hundred each trip
making from three to four trips per day
at present the
walls all around are some thirtyfive
thirty five feet above the
ground and everyone engaged thereon appears to work with
a determingg
determined will to accomplish the labors assigned
J

him

st

an interesting note on the sociological condition of
george is added

the walls of the temple are being rushed up at a
or
wonderful speed and all is peace and quiet litt
little
no intoxication no police courts and no lawyers 55
the progress of the work on the temple the condi
eions
tions and progress of the surrounding area are found in the
following communications
work on the temple is forwarding with great dis
patch over 500 men being employed thereon the walls
may
on
by
be
and
the
the
of
finished
roof
loth
will
president young may be seen daily watching its
1875
progress the tabernacle will be finished in a month
the crops of cotton grapes wine and fruit this
year were unusually large
the city of st george is improving and the surrounding country is rapidly filling up
A fine bed of coal has just been opened about twenty
miles from santa clara and is brought to st george for
use

mines of quicksilver have been opened in that vicinity and prospects of gold and silver are found
southern utah was never more promising than now
on the day before new year ploughs were going in all
36
56
swelling56
fields and the buds were swelling
on september 20

1875

the following was published

in the deseret evening news
34

p 2 see also
187
deseret news december 10 18749
journal history december 10 1874
187
7c
35
35deseret
newss
neass january 9 1875deseret evening news
7
36
ibid see also salt lake her
herald january 999 1875
ac

51

the st george temple the masons completed the
parapet of the temple at st george at half past two
otclock
oclock on saturday afternoon
accident at st george on thursday last thomas
crane a laborer on the st george temple undertook to
come down from the top of the building by one of the
ropes before reaching the ground his arms gave out
and he fell about thirty feet hhe17 was seriously but it
is thought not fatally injured
and finally after several years of hard work both
at the quarry and at the temple the rock work came to an
end

feb 28 elder edward L parry chief
mason reported the last stone of the st george temple
53
and its appendages was laid today
wednesday

furnishings
furnishing
the large assembly room or main hall of the temple
is 99 x 78 feet this room was used for the dedication meet
2q
39
assemblies39
solemn assemblies
ings of the temple and for other meetings
are held in this room
in this assembly room there are four rows of pulpits
on the east side for the melchizedek priesthood
the letters

interior finish

and

aq

on each row of

pulpits are as follows beginning

from the top

PMP president of the melchizedek priesthood
pohopq
PHPQ president
PSZ president of the stake of zion pohopi
president of the
of the high priests quorum PEQ

down

37
37journal
journal

38ibid
ibid
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history

february

september 20
28

18779
1877

p

1875

p

1

1

39aA solemn assembly is a special meeting of the
priesthood in a temple district called by the president of
195
the church there was one held december 5 1954
there
were approximately 1100 in attendance
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figure 8 ST GEORGE TEMPLE
under construction beginning of tower on
top of temple

courtesy utah state historical society
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quorum
elders9
there are four rows of pulpits on the west
elders
eiders
side for the aaronic priesthood the letters on each row of
pulpits are as follows beginning from the top down PA
PAPP
president of the aaronic priesthood PPQ president of
president of the teachers
the priests quorum
PTQ president
40

president of the deacons quorum
the baptismal font and the twelve oxen which support
on
june
18
were
made
75
17
1875
the
in
city
lake
175
salt
it
deseret news published the following account of the finish
ing of work on the font
font
castings for the temple today our reporter visited
the foundry and machine shops of messrs davis howe &
co
17th ward where a number of castings for the
st george temple are being produced
six of the twelve oxen which are to support the
baptismal font are completed and two more are on the
way
the animals are life size and were modeled in wood
from a fine looking genuine live ox and the modeller
done
has lone
ione his work well the imitation being excellent
and the castings are trim and neat
the font itself is interesting in form and workman
by
shape
ship
13
15
oval
nine feet at the
in
is
feet
it
top rounding slightly inwards toward the bottom and
twentynine
nine
is four feet deep the bottom weighs about twenty
the sides
hundred pounds and the sides about one ton
are fastened to the bottom by bolting from underneath
so that the font will have the appearance of being in
one solid piece when finished
leading up to the font
on each end when in position will be six ornamental
steps also of iron and leading down into it on each
end will be three similar steps with a heavy ornamental
ters to match between the inside and
bannis
bannisters
cannisters
rail and steps
at the ends are ornamental platforms
outside
zedy as
bron
the whole thing when placed in position and bronzedy
bronzed
we understand it is the intention to finish it in that
way will be a splendid piece of work and it will probably be the only one of its kind in existence
quorum

D Q
PDQ

P
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wilford woodruff

november 109
103 1876

djjajry
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messrs davis howe
hove & co are doing their part of
th work well their facilities for heavy castings and
the
41
quite
machine work being quit extensive

finally the baptismal font
now came

by

rail

and oxen were finished

the great task of transporting them in sections
and ox team from salt lake city to st george
the

description of this accomplishment is found in the deseret
news of
if august 29

1931

1

editor deseret news
years ago this month 1I was one of a company
fifty
six
voung men who delivered the baptismal font for the
01
of
ol young
st george temple
tn
sandergaard
lount pleasant
Sunder gaard of mount
in the party were andrew sundergaard
jensen
myself
ephraim
of
and
from
mornoi
the
chris
chrls
hris
shipment went on the utah southern railroad where we had
shop
0ox teams to haul it the rest of the distance
dishop
bishop
bi
by
us
to
load
sheets of salt lake was there
then
assisted
thei
nathan davis

art
ce
article
i

at
grover

in whose foundry in salt lake the sacred

was made
nephi we were

joined by two others one named
gaard was
sundergaard
sandergaard
andrew
Sunder
and the other fife
indergaard
andrev su
ndergaard
appointed captain of the outfit by
bv bishop sheets
we were instructed to guard our loads carefully and
anybody
not to exhibit them to annb
anyb ody except the bishops of the
bisbops might permit
wards along the way and people the bishops
to see them
my load contained the bottom of the font
was
in
it
two pieces which standing on edge reached the top of the
wagon bows with two oxen bolted securely between
we traveled along with soldi
going to beaver on
lers
soldiers
lets
sold
re
them often and almost had
repassed
foot we passed and repasser
passed
some
to fight to keep them from snooping in our wagons
of them believed we were loaded with cannon
the john D
lee trial was on at the time and there was a great deal
of excitement and many wild rumors
but we held to our
course and carried out our instructions
everywhere along the way we were royally received
some of the way it was so hot that we
and entertained
oxen
our
of
t
traveled at night for the benefit
it
bener
our oxen nearly died every
119 21 in the shade
reached 1191
time they heard a stream of water we had all we could do
to keep them from stampeding
we did not leave for the return trip till we saw the
font safely in place As fast as they unloaded us the
I

4

ttl

1411

journal history

june

117

1875

p

1
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pieces were put in place and bolted together apostle
orson hyde
llyde went in and saw the ffont
in place and came out
ont
weeping with joy
he thanked god that he had lived to
see another font in place in a temple of the lord lle
ile
lie
he
said this people would never be driven from the rocky
1I believed him
hesy
mountains
prosphesy
for 1I had heard him prosp
before

respectfully
C

L

christensen

moab

utah

the provo woolen factory made about one thousand
yards of carpet for the floors in the temple
the factory
in washington southern utah made the remainder of the car
ua
u9
42
peting for the floors
and rag carpets for the hallways

sisters of the southern settlements
fringes for the alters and pulpits were made from utah
z
4
43
deuced
duced silk

were made by the

pro

carpet from the provo factory did not
measure up to president youngs standards
the following
youngs
indicates
irritation with the factory
letter
st george utah march loth 1877
to
james
jame s dunn
factory provo
dear brother
the shipment of carpet
and cloth which you made to st george temple on the 12th
of february has been received
in relation to the carpet did not we send you the
length that we wanted that is to say 26 yards or 78
feet and yet we find the pieces from 4 to 6 yards too
short
As to the cloth it is altogether inferior in color
to what we expected to receive from the provo factory
any
you
appearance
make
to
us
do
ever
ask
leads
its
white flannel to put into market for if you do it
one shipment of

42

journal history november 27
43
to the glory of god
brooks

1876
p

320
32

p

1
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does seem to us that the same material would make white
doeskin of that purity of color which we desired to
receive for use in our temple here the quality of the
cloth is good enough and in this no fault is found
though the advantages of the washington factory are
said to be inferior to yours the white doeskin cloth we
have received from that factory is of a purer color than
what we have received from you
understanding the capacities of the two factories it
appears to us that the washington factory has done well
but we cannot say as much of the provo factory
when 1I see you 1I shall talk with you on this matter
your brother in the gospel
44
young
brigham

landscaping
in november 1876 the brethren from st george
washington and santa clara went to work grading the temple
block making it ready for landscaping and planting trees
AC
45
and shrubbery
this landscaping of 1876 served until the general
1959 in which the
beautification program of the church in 1939
temple grounds were re
relandscaped under the direction of the
landscaped
46
the material and labor for
stakes of the temple district
beautification of the st george temple grounds were given
carowan
freely by the people of southern utah people of the parowan
stake for example contributed evergreens valued at over
47
11400
400
of this donation the journal history notes
hh
44
ast

st george temple letter book
1st
church historians
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8586
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46
4611
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some
more than 100 trees came from cedar mountain
of them are colorado blue spruce and the others are

rocky mountain red cedar the blue spruce range in height
from one to seven feet and in color from deep green to
subtle blues they are beautifully shaped and branched
close to the ground the junipers are some of the most
beautiful in shape and color ever brought from these flat
topped mountains
undoubtedly they are extra choice
specimen of this rare variety the foliage is very lacy
and deep blue
president palmer and a number of associates made two
trips into the canyon taking two full days to locate
these trees this preliminary work assured good specimens and saved the time of the men who did the digging
and hauling
on the appointed day a large group of men with the
necessary trucks for hauling assembled to make the trip
into the canyon both trucks and labor were cheerfully
donated
the day was one of pleasure and brotherly
cooperation the equivalent of 18 days work and a car
and truck for three days was given by cedar city men
the spruce were the gift of kumen jones and the
junipers were given by kenneth macfarlane
these big trees that have been donated will be
dug this winter
the balls of dirt will be allowed to
freeze about the roots and in this state they will be
hauled to st george and quickly planted the trucks for
hauling and labor for digging will be contributed the
temple grounds will be the ten acre altar where offer
48
ings will be placed
21

there were people from cedar city who donated trees
JQ
49
from their own dooryards
trees that had taken years of
door yards

toil

and care to grow

financing the temple
the estimated cost of building the temple was
0
50
ooo
800
000
800000
it is difficult if not impossible to find the
exact cost of the building as donated labor equipment
48

ibid
491bid
id
50
50salt
sait lake herald april
salt

9

1876
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and supplies

for the workers should

be

figured in the total

cost
to help finance the temple arrangements were made
to use all tithing collected south of beaver for the temple
51
project
this did not mean that settlements north of
beaver were not to help many of them donated money labor
supplies and equipment as was expected of them whenever
work on the temple began to slow down because of lack of
funds or supplies for the workers the brethren would go out
and solicit more help
in april 1872 some of the leading brethren of the
church went up through the settlements as far north as
sanpete county and preached to the people about the need for
them to contribute anything they could to help with the
building of the temple at st george A few days later
after giving the people time to get things ready to donate
a group of men with wagons went through the towns where the
others had been preaching and loaded their wagons with the
donated materials
the men who went after the supplies
donated part of their time and were paid out of their loads
2
52
they had three fourhorse
four horse
for the rest of their time
teams and three two horse teams to haul the supplies back to
53
when the foraging crews arrived back in
st george
51

to the glory of god
brooks
52
J orson welcome huntsman
diary
ap 28 29
university 1I pp

53ibid
ibid

p
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st george they

found the whole town completely out of

flour and the new supplies they brought
and appreciated
in august

were

greatly needed

the same procedure was repeated
however this time things were a little more difficult to
obtain the deseret evening news reported
from elder smith we learn that in beaver county at
least one half the crops have been destroyed by rabbits
so that the people there
about will probably scarcely
thereabout
breadstuffs to last till another harraise sufficient
vest and in many of the settlements south of there 54
the
5
crops have been greatly injured from the same cause
in spite of crop difficulties the push for funds
1875

the following communication describes some of the
means and methods used to obtain funds and other necessary

went on

goods for the temple

general tithing store april 374
57
bp A

0

smoot

provo

dear bro

received your grain and produce
report a few days ago of utah county the result of
prompt and energetic labours
laboure of yourself and fellow
ers with which we were well pleased
labour
labourers
you will doubtless rejoice with us to learn that the
temple in st george is progressing very satisfactory a
great many workmen being engaged upon it and which
promises at no distant day to be completed for those
ordinances to attended to in it both for the living and
the dead no mission since the organization of the
church has had so many natural barriers to overcome so
much costly labour to perform nor such a lengthy drain
perseverance
on the faith perseverence
Per severence patience and pockets of the
people as the one usually called the dixie mission
the last and heaviest drain upon their resources is the
building of the temple and never was a call made that
met with a more universal and happy response but their
utter inability to complete such a gigantic labour with
5
54

we

deseret evening

news

august

17

18755
1875 P

1I
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the means they had at command necessitated a call for
help from their northern neighbours hence we in this
city have had the privilege of raising several thousand
dollars through the various wards for that purpose and
should the members of your county feel desirous of enjoy
ing the same privilege that they with us may share in
the blessings of that temple when completed we hereby
extend to all such a cordial invitation to participate
neither the rich nor the poor be slighted but everylet
one in your entire district have a chance to donate
something towards the first erected temple in utah ter
mitory
ritory not even refusing the widows mite of 5 or 10
cents which in the sight of the god is equal to the
100.00 when this is first pre
10000
50.00
rich mans 5000
5000 or 100000
dented
sented to the people many may not be immediately pre
pared to respond as they would like to let all such
have a little time to make such turns as to satisfy
we
are constantly receiving orders for
feelings
their
supplies of various kinds to keep the work moving hence
what money you receive please forward to this office
those who have no money might wish to turn in some grain
or stock either of which can easily be converted into
cash home made cloth or socks would be very acceptable
to the workmen having thus given you an outline of the
subject we leave with you and your co laborers to fill
up the interstices
praying god to bless you all in your efforts
we

remain
your brethren in the gospel
ed
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communi
communities
thus many commini
ties small and large played a
george
completing
temple
paying
and
the
st
in
role
for
vital
155
135
56
even pipe spring arizona56
arizona played its important part for from

55st
tem
temple
st george tempie
le file
56
pipe spring is located on the arizona strip in
northern arizona the spring has a steady flow of more than
100000 gallons per day
in 1863 dr james whitmore and brother in
meintyre formed a livestock company using the
mclntyre
law robert mcintyre
spring as headquarters this became the first permanent
settlement at pipe spring
meintyre were killed by indians
mcintyre
and mclntyre
after whitmore
the church directed anson P winsor to purchase the property
11

0

I
1

from

mcintyres

widow

for 1000
l000c
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this area

barrels of butter and tons of cheese as
57
well as hundreds of beef from the tithing herd kept there
although no complete list of the wards which contri
buted to the building of the st george temple seems available the following list presents an indication of the support
CQ
58
temple58
temple
that was given to the building of the st george tempie
Or
Adams
hamilton
adamsville
orderville
amilton
ville
derville
panaca
came many

1
1

1

annabelle

hamblin

clover

hebron
holden
joseph
kanab
canab
kanash
kanarah
canarah
manti
mayfield

beaver
belvue
beldue
cedar
cedar city
cove

ephraim
fair view

fayette
fillmore

glen cove
glen wood
glen dale
greenville
gunnison

parovan
Parag oonah
paragoonah
panguitch
pinto
pine valley

harmony

prattville
richfield
salina
scipio

summit
summit creek

meadow

Miners
minersville
ville

spring city
spring & eagle

monroe

moroni
mount pleasant
oak creek

not only did these and other wards donate currency
to the fund but flour grain stock
stocky sundries merchandise
home goods and labor a
as well so that all might have had a
part in the building of the first temple in utah territory

fort was constructed as a means of protection
against hostile indians the fort became known as winsors
castle
from five to fifteen men were maintained here to fight
A

indians and to take care of the beef and dairy herd
coop
op stock company as it was called
186 the cannon co
in 1876
was sold to private individuals
may 31 1923
1925 pipe spring became a national monument
willis peterson pipe spring national monument A pioneer
heritage arizona highways arizona state highway department

p
march 1957
57
571bid
ap
ibid pp
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figure
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ST

X

GEORGE TEMPLE

before 1883 this was the year the new tower
tempie
was constructed on top of temple

courtesy utah state historical society

SS

64

IX
PLATE DC

figure 9 ST GEORGE TEMPLE
stucco being put on outside of temple
lower part still shows red sandstone of which
structure was constructed

courtesy

LDS

church historians library
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CHAPTER V

renovations
REN
OVATIONS

REPAIRS

from time to time

it

1

AND

improvements

has been necessary to make

repairs and changes in the structure of the temple in order
to enhance its architectural beauty to make it more functional and to keep it in good repair
ae
tem
temple
1e
lightning strikes the tempie
A little over a year after the dedication of the
st george temple lightning struck the upper part of the
building the following account of what happened is taken

from a

letter

dated august

16

1878

and sent by john

D

T

mcallister at st george to presidents john taylor and
wilford woodruff in salt lake city
between 2 and 3 oclock this morning it began to
thunder and lightning in this city at 53 oclock it
commenced to rain and shortly after 53 the temple was
by lightning
struck
you will perceive that the damage is to dome and
tower consisting of woodwork and lath and plaster work
the main building is all right except the two upper
circular window frames on the S side of the tower
these are shattered and blackened though but one light
of glass is fractured
herewith please find enclosed photograph of the
st george temple which is sent to aid you in under
standing our description the red ink marks show the
outside damage as far as we can
shall we repair the damage done or not until we
hear from you we shall use a wagon cover etc to pre
vent damage by rain
65

66

greatly recognize the providence of the almighty
in the comparatively slight damage done in considerashocks
shock
tion of the severity of the shocke
our
not
with
has
the
ordinin
interfered
least
it
1
we

ance work

later while wilford woodruff president
of the st george temple was in salt lake city he received
the following letter from james G bleak of st george
some time

find in repairing the roof that the hand of the
lord and nothing else must have saved the building from
being burnt at the time the tower was struck by lightning
for at a place about 24 feet south from the base of the
tower and about 15 inches from the eastern parapet one
of the workmen found the heel of his boot break through
and
the canvas covering
this led to an examination
was
was
by
one
found
the
in
of
boards
roof
burst
that
it
the lightning
close examination showed but a slight
through the canvas although the part of the board
slit
missing is some 7 by 24 inches but the narrow escape
from fire is manifest in the deeply charred edge of the
board for some 6 to 7 inches adjoining the shattered
part indicating that the fire must have shouldered
ed for
smouldered
smoulder
some time and that too right in contact with the tar
we acknowledge the
covered canvas which covers the roof
2
preserving care of the almighty
we

A

new tower

temp
ror
templee
or the tempie
ffor

the two following articles from the deseret news tell
on
of important improvements and additions to the temple
january 3 1883 the news wrote
the new tower on the temple is approaching completion as is also the new building designed for an engine
house and dining room and each substantial improvement
3
5
adds to the beauty of the building
9

1.1
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0
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library july
history
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18830
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3deseret
deseret news january
december 30
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and on february 15th
l5th
lath

the dome on the st george temple is undergoing a
remodeling but yet it is hardly large enough considering the size of the building but is so far ahead of the
former dome that it looks very well as it nears comple
4
on
ttion
i

renovation of temple interior
in 1903 the temple was closed from march 27 to
april 28 during this time it underwent complete renovation
in a letter to the first presidency on may 12 1903 david 11II
cannon temple custodian explained the extent of the renovation
dear bre
thren
brethren
yours of the 7 may is
received in which you ask when do you intend to commence the work of renovation
in reply will say we
28
closed the temple on friday 27 march and on the 2811
carpets were taken up screens taken down the work of
renovation began in good earnest on monday 30 march
As a room was white
washed the floors and woodwork
whitewashed
1I
were scrubbed and cleaned and the carpets put down
on tuesday 711
went ot the general conference
7 april
on
1
home
priesthood
meeting
I
the
special
started
after
25 april the work was pretty well through
saturday the 2511
in the rooms used for ordinances the large assembly
room had
llad caused us some trouble as the ceiling is twenty
tiad
seven feet high
scaffolding was secured and it was
t1ioroughly
thoroughly kalsomined
kalsominer
kalso mined all the cracks were filled up
1I can truly say that the rooms never
with gypsine
row
mw
looked as well before as they do mow
we invited the sisters of the relief society of
st george and adjacent wards to come on saturday 25
gave the rooms a thorough
april 70 in number came and
so that on tuesday 2811
28 april we
sweeping and cleaning
were ready to reopen
the work in the towers continued
which could be done without interruption to us in the
ordinance work the carpenters will be through in the
1I believe that they have made a good job
tower tonight
the truss work has relieved the pressure of the ceiling

joists
foists
4

history
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the plastering and kalsomining
kalso mining on the inside of the
building will be completed in the course of ten days
the outside of the building will consume from 20 to 25
days longer
the work on the outside of the building
began yesterday morning
they are making good progress
with it
elder thomas P cottam of the presidency of the
st george stake has the renovation of the temple in
pickett
pieket
picket has had the repairing
charge with elder haratio piekett
of the tower in charge
the last time the temple was renovated all the water
tables and other cut stone about the building was painted
this we will repeat in our renovation As far as the
work has progressed it looks very nice
there has been
no person employed in or about the building who have not
had their endowments
1I am very pleased with your decision in not closing
the temple
will give you an idea of what we are doing and
this
what we are at with the renovation
ever desiring the welfare of the cause of truth
ea
1I am your brother in the gos
gospel
e1
cannons
cannoni
11
cannon
II
david
temple annex destroyed by
temple

fire

minor repairs have been made from time to time on the
and even some major repairs were necessary when lightn-

ing struck the temple in 1878 but the most serious thing to
happen since the dedication of the temple was when fire des-

troyed the annex and threatened the temple
the following are
two accounts describing what took place at that time
the
deseret news wrote
ST

GEORGE

FIRE SWEEPS TEMPLE

special to the deseret news
st george nov 20
george
room
began
which
at
the
st
the
furnace
in
fire
temple here at 530 oclock this morning completely
c

name
cannon
II
5letter
aletter
of
david
historians
historian
file
letter
ice
lee library the first presidence at that time was coiee
off
office
H
EL
mprised of joseph F smith john R II
anthon
lund
and
winder
ninder
brider
lrider
11
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destroyed the annex at a loss of several thousand dollars and threatened the entire structure for two hours
david 11 cannon custodian for many years had
lighted the furnace fire shortly before 530
550 AM he
came up into the waiting room directly above and engaged
pearce
temporary nightwatch
night watch
in conversation with nelson
man
As they were talking they smelled smoke and rushed
into the furnace room
the flames had spread into a pile of cedar wood and
coal and were still capable of being brought under con
there was no water or hose available
troi however
sound a general alarm
and the two men hastened to souncl
the entire town responded to the call but by that
time the flames had gained rapid headway and efforts
were centered on saving the furnishings and records in
the annex all the records were carried out of the blazing building and much of the furnishings in the annex
the main building was damaged by smoke only the
walls of the annex remain in the burned portion on
the south of the building are included the waiting
room assembly room boiler room and the record room
according to president george F whitehead it will
gill
0
necessary
to
be
close the temple for several weeks
and the salt lake tribune wrote of the disaster
I1

FIRE DESTROYS
DETROYS TEMPLE ANNEX

records and furniture saved by willing workers at
st george ediface
edifice
special to the tribune
ST GEORGE
three structures comprising the annex to
led early tuesday
burned
the LDS temple at st george were burr
1I e
temp
tempie
temple
morning leaving nothing but the walls standing
records and the furniture of the rooms was saved
work of clearing up preparatory to reconstruction was
before the flames had died down under
started almost
wood
Vood bury president of the temple
orders for george F woodbury
but will have to cease in the edifice for at least several
weeks
will inconvenience persons who had recently come
thisgeorge
to st
with the intention of prosecuting such work
before the holiday season many persons are at present
in st george from all parts of utah and nevada A party
nov
nev
a
only
of considerable size came from Bun
bunkerville
kerville
day or two ago

6deseret
news
november
deseret

20

1928

70

fighting forces
lack of organized firefighting
fire
st george is without organized fire fighting facilicart kept in the business secties there is a a hose away
from the temple square and
tion about half mile
was
scene
an
to
to
the
rushed
and
automobile
attached
it
however was low and much
of the rire
fire water pressure was
tire
men
who
by
tore
done
fighting
ighting
of the work of firefighting
f
ffire
rire
ire
lre
off inflamable
inflatable parts of the roof of the annex with their
two or three were armed with axes
bare hands
the fire started in the furnace room which is farthest of all the buildings from the structure the custodian david H cannon had just lit the morning fire
and was attending to other duties when he noticed the
A pile of cedar near the furnace was
smell of smoke
ablaze he immediately gave the alarm and soon forty
ty men were hard at work at the ffire
or ffifty
had
which
if
ire
lre
gained considerable headway
stone walls remain of Subsidiary
subsidiarystructures
structures
the blaze gradually ate its way into the presidents
office and then into the record room but the many
willing workers were able to save equipment and documents
the stone walls are undamaged but they are
of value
that remain standing of these structures
all except
by smoke no damage was done to the temple
control at 6159
fire being brought under
itself 455 the
615
minutes after the alarm was given and before
about
to
opportunity
had
in another
reach the main edifice
it
hour the fire was completely out
tile
tiie
the fact that the morning was calm undoubtedly was
of assistance to the poorly equipped though willing
7
fighters7
fighters
ers
ight
ighters
ffiro
f
rire
fire
ire
lre
9

renovation and repairs of temple

interior and exterior
the st george temple was closed for

more
1957
in 1937
than a year while the building was undergoing extensive
remodeling
the following account of the renovation was
reported in the deseret news
an extensive renovation program went forward on the
building and grounds improving the equipment and faciliadditions
ties the building was completely resurfaced
only one timincluded an elevator within the building
lad
to be removed to make way for the elevator shaft
iad
ber had
1

1

7salt
isalt
sait
salt lake tribune

november 21

1928
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two
completed
temple
had
large assembly
the
first
three pulpits at each end the remodeling
program of 1937
38 saw the assembly room on the second
193738
rooms for
floor remodeled to provide the present spaciousroom
by
assembly
99
the endowment ceremonies
the large
larg
90
78 feet remains on the third floor

when
rooms with

at

the same time the temple was undergoing remodeling
complete landscaping of the temple grounds as well as the

streets surrounding the

temple block was made

completion of the remodeling president harold
snow announced that baptismal services for children
S
would be held in the temple on august 7 1838 and that the
temple would open officially for ordinance work on september 12

after

1938
when the temple re opened

special services were held
reported

the deseret news
the newly renovated st george temple was re opened
today after having been closed for about a year by
special services attended by church leaders and members
of surrounding stakes
george
F
church leaders present included
elder
richards of the council of the twelvepreswho is superS
temples
the
of
church
harold
of
the
visor
snow st george temple george F richards jr
a
pres
member of the salt lake temple presidency
young
D
Y
temple
robison
manti
the
of
louise
robert
general president of the relief society and don C
young architect
pres lieber
heber J grant was unable to attend
the ceremonies this morning were addressed by elder
richards president snow and mrs robison with remarks
president snow said the addresses dealt with
by others
general temple policies and subjects
following the ceremonies stake presidents and their
parowan
Pa rowan beaver panguitch zion
canab carowan
wives from the kanab
park st george and moapa
moaba stakes together with prominent visitors and church representatives dined in the
temple dining room

of the occasion
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at

pm a public meeting was scheduled in the
st george tabernacle with church leaders as speakers
this evening a pagent will be conducted entitled the
hearts of the children in the dixie college auditorium
com
ward
genealogical
under the direction of the south
mittee
cittee
the opening ceremonies were held in the temple annex
presiden cies clerks
with a temple session for stake presidencies
high councilmen bishoprics
bishoprick
bish oprics and ward clerks and wives
together with church representatives following
sessions in the temple for members of the st george
stake will be conducted this afternoon and in the even
ing
services in the temple annex will be held prior to
the evening session which will be for genealogical
and workers
officers
A special schedule for the balance of the week
and
for the month has been put into effect by president
9
news
snow
was
published in the last saturday
it
further renovation took place in 1947
197 when the
american gunite company from california sandblasted all the
old white plaster from the outside of the temple after all
the old plaster was removed a new coat of stucco was put on
making the temple a beautiful white again
the temple was
closed during the refinishing of the outside except on
10
saturdays and evenings when regular sessions were conducted
in 1949
199 a new laundry room was constructed and modern
laundry equipment installed at this time president harold S
snow suggested to church authorities that a small furnace for
heating water be installed in the temple so the big furnace
could be shut off during the five or six month period of the
11
year when warm weather prevailed
2
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a new

the temple was closed for
annex was being constructed

for dedication march

1957

some

the

period of time while
new annex was

ready

129
1

every effort has been made since the construct
construction
ion
lon
and dedication of the temple to keep it in good repair and
up to date in every respect to make it a building of attract
attrac

tion and admiration
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CHAPTER VI

dedications

OF THE ST

GEORGE TEMPLE

dedication of temple site
the dedication of the st george temple site took
place on thursday november 9 1871 assembled on the temple
block were president brigham young and george A smith of the
snow
presidency
erastus
church
of
president
the
elder
first
of the southern mission elder joseph W young president of
thil st george stake a number of those holding the priesththe
ood and a number of members the music for the occasion
was furnished by the santa clara brass band and the st george
1I
choir
at the request of president brigham young george A
smith gave the following dedicatory prayer
our father who art in heaven we thank thee for the
privilege of meeting at this time in peace for the purpose of dedicating the piece of ground on which we desire
to build a temple to thy most holy name we thank thee
our father for this desert land that we are permitted to
we
cause
thy
from
enemies
of
the
ourselves
shelter
thank thee for restoring the gospel through thy servant
joseph and that thou hast conferred upon him the holy
priesthood to give to thy church and that when the
prophet and patriarch were taken from our midst thou
we
up
a
brigham
thy
servant
wise
in
didst raise
leader
thank thee that thy servants have reclaimed this desert
we thank thee for this city
we thank thee that
ground
this piece of ground has been chosen and surveyed as a
n1
.1

james
november

9

G

1871
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place on which to build a temple to thy most holy name
in which we may attend to the ordinances thou hast given
may
and
dead
of
living
the
the
the serthe
for
benefit
vants be united in building this house that in it thy
laws may be revealed that the ordinance of marriage may
be administered according to the laws of heaven and that
our
the sealing may be according to the laws of heaven
father we pray thee to look in mercy upon thy servant
brigham preserve him from all his enemies grant that he
may live long to minister for zion bless his wives and
his children and his substance grant that peace may
rest upon him and success attend all his labors in thy
church wilt thou look in mercy upon his counselors and
bless them with the same blessings in their labors bless
their wives and children and all their H interests do
thou bless thy servant brother daniel
wells by giv
div
ing him wisdom and power to attend to affairs in salt
lake city deliver him from all his enemies and from the
our father bless thy servants
bonds now held over him
the twelve endow them with thy spirit bless their
labors for the good of israel we pray thee to bless thy
servants the presidents and bishops and the teachers and
in thy name our father do thou avenge
officiate
all who
pour
out upon
enemies
the wrongs of thy people upon the
their
ir
them the wrathe
brathe which thou hast in store for them iinn
thine own due time if they will not repent hasten the
redemption of the center stake of zion on this land
over rule the discovery of minerals in this land for the
good of thy people control the president of the united
states and those in authority who purpose evil against
thy people put hooks in the jaws of the enemies of zion
may thy peace
and turn them from their wicked purposes
be upon the pioneers of this desert and upon all those
who have labored to reclaim the same may eternal bless
ings rest upon them and their posterity forever yea
bless all thy servants who have done this great work
bless their wives their children their substance and
do thou bless them in all their labors
we thank thee 0 god for these barren hills and for
the shelter of these rugged rocks and deserts as peaceful
dwelling places for thy saints bless this land that it
may be sacred as an abode of peace and safety and happy
homes for thy people
bless this ground on which the
temple is to be erected that it may be held sacred for
purpose yea do thou grant that this temple ground
this
may never be under the dominion or control of the wicked
snow
our father do thou bless our bro erastus snowy
impart unto him wisdom and power to minister to thy
people in this region do thou bless the president of
may
they
and
of
zion
counselors
his
that
this stake
take
minister for the benefit and blessings of thy people
bless the bishops in this land and do thou bless
the people who shall be engaged in building a temple
I1
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this ground grant that the walls of that temple
may be laid in truth and the top stone be laid with
shouts of hosannah to god and the lamb cause that thy
power may be in the house that angels may enter therein
upon

minister to thy servants
bless the bishop of thy church in the discharge of
his duties bless thy elders who are abroad preach
all
ing thy gospel cause thy power to attend their labors
shield them from the influences of the wicked do thou
shield all thy servants from the wiles of the wicked
thou hast known 0 lord that thy servants have tried to
obey thy celestial law of marriage and that the wicked
and to take away
strive to bring evil upon thy people
their liberty in this thing grantmaythy protection and
blessings to thy people that they
continue to obey
thy law
our father do thou bless this land cause that it
may be fruitful bringing forth blessings for the sustencause the reminant
ance of thy people
remi nant of jacob to come
ruminant
to the truth and the children of judah to gather to their
ancient inheritance and rebuild jerusalem all these
blessings our father we feel to ask at thy hand hear
0 hear our prayer and grant us our petitions
we dedicate this site unto thee we dedicate our
selves our wives our children and all our substance
unto thee and now our father with all the faithful save
us in thy glorious kingdom which we ask in the name of
2
amen
jesus christ
following the dedicatory prayer by elder george A
smith president brigham young made a few remarks telling
those present that this land of dixie was a good place in
which to raise saints and that they should not complain about
a
a
make
to
being
such
which
place
living
hard
in
it
pre
president
aident young also instructed the bishops of the wards in
sident
santa
saitta clara st george and washington to work together and
salita
to apportion out the labor for the excavation and hauling of
materials to the members of their various wards
brigham young then asked those present who were will
ing to support the first presidency in their decision to
and

2ibid
bibid
bid
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build a temple in st george to

indicate by the uplifted
hand
the people with one accord raised their hands
following the remarks of president young the
st george choir sang to the music of the santa clara brass
band

9

after

so

which the following ground breaking ceremony took

14 3 c e
pplace

pres young took a shovel in his hand and said
pointing to the stake which had previously been driven in
immediately
the southeast corner of the building site
under this stake and in the foundation will be placed a
stone containing sacred records and immediately over this
stake when the building is completed will be placed
he
another stone containing the records of the temple
1
111
til
iiiI now com
then said suiting the action to the word
vord
god
mence by moving this dirt in the name of israelis
israels
amen
people
the
said
all pres young moved
the earth on the east side of the
stake
pres geo A smith followed by moving earth from the
south side of the stake
pres erastus snow moved earth from the north side of
the stake
pres jos W young moved earth from the west side of
the stake
members of the first seven presidents of seventies
W
hancock henry harriman and jacob gates then
levi
moved earth from the excavation followed by james G
george
s
.
7
t
stake
7
bleak of the presidency of this
thi
thl
patriarch wm G perkins wm fawcett local president
of the high priests in this stake daniel D mcarthur
presiding bishop of st george city elders benjamin F
pendleton wm P mcintire john lytle wm A martindale
3
geo
wm
granger
F butler
walter
staheli
11

at

deposit of records
brigham young placed a

at twelve oclock noon president
box containing a silver plate and a

list

and other items in the wall on the

on

april

of books
3

ibid
bid

1

1874
187

papers
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lie
lle
ile
southeast corner of the st george temple after which he
gave the dedicatory prayer
on the silver plate was engraved the following

inscription
HOLINESS TO THE LORD

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints was
organized agreeably to the laws of our country by the
will and commandments of god on the sixth of aprily
april
which commandments were given to joseph smith jr
1830
1850
who was
bas called of god and ordained an apostle of jesus
christ to be the first elder in the church
joseph smith jr president with his brother hyrum
patriarch of the whole church suffered martyrdom in
carthage illinois june 27 1844
184 and the church was
1846
ISG
driven into the wilderness in 186
brigham young president of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints
HIS counselors
george A smith and daniel H wells
ASSISTANT counselors
lorenzo snow brigham young jr albert carrington
john W young and george Q cannon
TWELVE APOSTLES

orson hyde orson pratt john taylor wilford woodruff
lorenzo snow charles C rich erastus snow franklin D
richards george Q cannon brigham young jr joseph F
smith and albert carrington
PRESIDING PATRIARCH
john smith the eldest son of the martyred hyrum
smith
SEVENTIES
joseph young levi W hancock henry harriman
gates
P
S
jacob
rockwood
eldredge
and
horace
albert
john van cott
PRESIDING BISHOP

president of the aaronic priesthood
HIS counselors
W
C
jesse
hardy
and
leonard
little
st george temple block was dedicated november 9
edward hunter

1871

engd
enad
h

by david mckensie

4

4documentry
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mentry history 1146
Docu
documentary
documentry
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doeu
lif
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along with the silver plate the following books
papers and other items were placed in the box and deposited
in the wall of the st george temple

bible
book of mormon
doctrine and covenants

hymn book

compendium

catechism
spencers
spencer letters
narn
warning
voice of warn
R
E
snows poems
orson hydes tour to jerusalem
three sermons on polygamy
answers to questions
two volume journal of discourses
one copy mormon question
one copy plural marri
marriage

one volume juvenile instructor
one copy laws of utah
A file of the womans exp
exponent
ent
A few number of deseret news
containing

organization of

the church
one copy of acts of first legislature
A few numbers of salt lake herald
one number of the utah posten
synopsis of description of the temple at salt lake city
by truman 0 angell church architect
G
abstract of the history of southern utah by james
5
bleake
bleace historian of the southern mission
there were in reality two dedications of the st george
temple the first one took place in january 1877 and the

other in april

1877

there

was a need and a

desire

among

the people of the area to begin endowment work and baptisms
as soon as possible so early in 1877 when enough of the temple
was completed to begin

place

this

work

the

first

this involved the dedication of the
51bid
bid

dedication took
basement where

so
80

the baptismal font was located the main floor and the seal6
ing rooms in the east tower
the following proceedings of the first dedication of
the st george temple were taken from the journal of president

wilford woodruff
jan 1 1877

thisgodis ona very important

day to the

the earth
church and kingdom of
pres brigham young the apostles wilford woodruff
erastus snow brigham young jr with some two thousand
god
our
temple
the
of
in
assembled
within
built
saints
st george for the purpose of dedication certain por
eions
tions of it unto god that we might be prepared to com
mence giving endowments and blessings and sea
dealings
sealings
lings unto
the saints
30 minutes past 12 oclock elder woodruff stood
at 50
on the upper step of the font and called the attention
we are this day blessed with
of the people and said
the privilege that but few since the days of adam have
ever enjoyed but few of the sons of adam have ever had
the privilege of entering into the temple built by the
commandment of god in which to administer ordinances
both for living and the dead we have now assembled to
dedicate portions of this temple unto god and 1I have a
request to make of all the saints who are present and 1I
suppose all who are profess to be saints for none
other should be here 1I realize that this assembly cannot bow the knee in their crowded condition but you can
bow your heads and your hearts unto god and this 1I want
you to do this day and when those who offer up prayers in
the dedication of this temple 1I want their words repeated
in secret by this assembly before the lord that our
prayers may ascend unto the ears of the lord of Sab
booth
sabbooth
that they may be answered upon our heads the saints do
not prize as they should the blessings they enjoy
at the close of these remarks the following hymn was
sung
the spirit of god like a fire is burning when
erastus snow announced that elder wilford woodruff would
offer the dedication prayer
dedication prayer offered by elder wilford woodruff
our heavenly father father of abraham
isaac and jacob thou who has created the heavens the
earth the seas and the fountains of living waters and
things that dwell therein accept of the gratitude
all our
of
hearts and the thanksgiving of thy people that
oh god

6journal
journal history
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thou hast preserved our lives to again enter into another
temple which has been built by thy saints in these
valleys of the mountains in which to organize the holy
priesthood and to administer the ordinances of the
gospel of the son of god both for the living and tithee
oh our god we thy sons and daughters have
dead
assembled together in the name of thy son jesus christ
within the walls of this temple this day for the purpose of dedicating and consecrating a portion of this
house unto the lord our god that it may be holy and
acceptable in thy sight may the prayers of thy people
abend into thine ears oh lord and be heard and answe now dedicate this temple
wered upon their heads
block the land the water tank the fencing and all
appertaining thereto that it may be holy in thy sight
we dedicate and consecrate the foundation upon which
temple stands that it may be holy unto the lord
this god
much
our
this foundation has been erectedwe through
pray oh
labor and diligence of thy servants and
god that thy blessing may rest upon it and it may
remain as firm as the foundation of the everlasting
that it may not be moved to the injury of this
hills
temple which is built thereon
we dedicate the outer walls of this temple unto thy
name 0 lord that they may be holy and all the mater
the mortar the
lais of which they are composed the rock out
and every
sand the lime the plastering inside and
they
that
material that is used in their construction
we dedicate all the
may be sanctified unto the lord
windows belonging to this basement story the sills the
frames the sash the glass the putty the weights the
cords the fastenings and all the materials of which
they are composed that they may be holy unto the lord
we dedicate all the outer steps and stairways leading to
the temple with the railing stone wood iron lead and
we
composed
are
they
which
of
dedicate
materials
all
unto the lord all the inner walls of this temple with
the materials of which they are composed that they
all
may be holy unto the lord our god we dedicate all the
doors of the basement unto the lord with the frames
screws locks and all fastenings that they may be
butts we
holy
dedicate unto thy most holy name the font which
the people have erected for the ordinance of baptism for
the living and the dead we dedicate the flagging the
foundation on which the font stands unto the lord we
en that bear up the font that they
oxen
dedicate the twelve owe dedicate the font itself with the steps
may be holy
leading to it and the railing and all materials of which
they are composed the castings the iron stone or wood
and we pray that they may be acceptable unto thee oh
lord our god we dedicate the boiler the engine and
the pipes leading to the font and washing baths for the
we dedicate
washing of thy people unto thee oh lord
1I

ll

11

9

9

5

5
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the railing which surrounds the font unto thee we dedicate unto thee 0 lord our god the rooms which will be
used by thy people for the giving of endowments and the
administration of the ordinances of thine house and all
other rooms including the water tank belonging to thewe
basement story of this temple of the lord our god
dedicate all the frames partitions with the curtains
and doors thereof that they may be holy and acceptable
unto the lord we dedicate all the carpeting which is
laid upon the floors unto the lord our god maythat the
be accept
labor of the mothers and daughters of zion
we
heaven
sight
the
dedicate all the
in
able
of all
which are used
their coverings and trimmings
alters with
in those rooms unto the lord our god praying that they
we dedicate unto the lord
may be acceptable unto thee
and all material which shall be
all the chairs benches thy
people in the rooms of this
used in the seating of
we dedicate unto
onto the lord all the furniture made
house
use of in the lower rooms of this house the desks stands
wood boxes and all material that they may
stoves pipes woodboxes
we dedicate all the pillars and
be holy unto the lord
beams resting upon the pillars erected in the lower rooms
of this temple for the support of the upper rooms that
they may be holy unto the lord we dedicate all the
rooms
broomsy
stairways leading from the basement to the upper roomsy
with the stairs and railing and all material made use in
we
may
be
holy
and
they
dediconstruction
that
their
cate all the white washing and painting and plastering
inside and out and any material not heretofore named
made use of in the construction of this temple that it
may be holy unto the lord our god
and we ask thee our
father in heaven in the name of thy son jesus christ
that thou wilt accept of this temple at the hands of thy
saintsnameboth male and female who have built it unto thy
holy
and may no unclean thing be permitted to enter
hand maidens
therein wilt thou bless all thy servants and handmaidens
with the spirit and power of god who shall administer in
any of the ordinances of life and salvation within the
walls of this house and all thy people who enter the
threshold of this temple may they feel thy power and be
constrained the acknowledge that the power of god rests
upon it and we ask in the name of jesus christ the son
of the living god that the prayers offered
of f ered up in the
further dedication of other parts of this house this day
or at any future time in the dedication of this house by
those holding the apostleship or holy priesthood that
their prayers may enter into the ears of the lord of
Sabb
sabbaoth
aoth and be answered upon the heads of thy people
sabbarth
oh lord be not angry with thy servants while we continue
our supplication before thee in this the temple of our
god
thou hast said that thou wouldst take unto thyself
them whom thou wouldst preserve thou hast taken unto
thyself thine aged servant joseph smith the patriarch

83

his sons joseph hyrum carlos and samuel and many
others of thy servants but thou hast raised up into thyself thy servant brigham young as a law giver unto
israel and a leader of thy people thou has taken unto
jedediah heber and
thyself
counselors
his
willard
geo A
yet thou hast sustained thy servant brigham for
a generation as men count time by the right hand of thy
power
he has been with thy people through all their
afflictions and persecutions and led them to these mountains of israel guided and directed the settlement of
thy saints and all the affairs of zion as inspired by
the power of god in this the last dispensation and
fullness of times in which thou hast said thou wouldest
establish thy kingdom to be thrown down no more forever
therefore 0 lord our god we pray that thou wilt give
thy people faith that we may claim this blessing of
thee the lord of hosts that thou wilt lay thy hands
upon thy servant brigham unto the renewal of his body
and the healing of all his infirmities and the lengthening of his days and years yea oh lord may he live
to behold the inhabitants of zion united and enter into
the holy order of god and keep the celestial law that
they may be justified before thee may he live to behold
zion redeemed and successfully fight the devils visible
or invisible that make war upon thy saints may he live
to behold other temples built and dedicated unto thy name
and accepted of thee 0 lord our god and we pray thee
our father in heaven in the name of jesus christ if it
can be consistent with thy will that thy servant brigham
may stand in the flesh to behold the nation which now
occupies the land upon which thou oh lord has said the
zion of god should stand in the latter days that nation
which has shed the blood of the prophets and saints which
for vengence the nation who
cries unto god day and night
are making war against god and his christ that nation
ascending
ning up
ascening
whose sins wickedness and abominations are asce
hostsy
before god and the heavenly hostry
hosts which causes all
eternity to be pained and the heavens to weep like the
falling rain yea 0 lord that he may live to see that
nation if it will not repent broken to pieces like a
potters vessel and swept from off the face of the
earth as with a besom of destruction as were the
jeradites
nephites
Jerad ites and Nep
hites that the land of zion may cease
to groan under the wickedness and abominations of those
we pray thee 0 god that
who now cumber the ground
thou wilt bless all the counselors to thy servant brigham
bless thy servant john W young his first counselor
thatmayhe may be clothed upon with the power of god that
he
be a polished shaft in thy quiver in the defense
of zion and her cause may he comfort the heart of his
father and have the blessings of god and thy people upon
his head bless the household of thy servant brigham
his wives and children and all appertaining unto him
and

5
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his posterity remain upon the earth in righteousness
through the millenuntil the coming of the mesiah and
nium
bless thy servant daniel H wells with the
spirit and power of god and all his household bless all
the counselors to thy servant brigham with their wives
and children and all appertaining to them
bless oh
lord thine apostles that the spirit and power of the
apostleship may rest upon them bless their wives and
children with salvation and eternal life and may all
the apostles of the lamb of this last dispensation and
fullness of time realize their responsibilities before
god angels and men and magni
magnify
fy their calling in that
manner that they will be satisfied at the end of their
geo
qo
Q
ao cannon who
oh
servant
thy
labor bless
lord
the capitol
is our delegate appointed to represent us in god
and
of our nation
clothe him with thy power oh
enable him to do thy will that his garments may be clean
of the blood of this nation that they may be left without excuse in the day of thy judgments upon them for
west oh lord their destruction is at the door
thou kno
knowest
ea
oh lord bless the patriarchs whom thou hast appointee
appointed
appoint
may they have power to bless the people by inspiration
as did the ancients that their blessings may be fulof the saints
bless
families
their
filled upon the heads unto
we pray thee oh lord
them
and all appertaining
to bless the high priests quorum throughout the land of
zion may the power of the priesthood rest upon them
that they may magnify their calling and have power to
build up the zion of god on the earth bless we
their wives
pray
and children and all appertaining unto them
thee our heavenly father to bless the quorums of
seventies with their presidents they are called to be
special messengers to the nations of the earth bless
them with the testimony of jesus christ and be prepared
to assist in binding the law and sealing the testimony
among the gentiles in thine own due time
bless
their
M
may
ay the
wives and children and all their households
blessings of god rest upon all the elders 0or 1Iisrael in
with their families oh our father in
all the weworld
pray thee to remember in mercy the aaronic
heaven
priesthood with their bishops priests teachers and
deacons who are appointed as standing ministers unto
the church clothe them with the power of god salva
tion and eternal life with their wives and children
bless we pray thee thine aged servant edward hunter
who is called to preside over the bishopric
thou hast
seen his labor and thou knowest the integrity of his
heart clothe him with thy holy spirit fill him with
the spirit of counsel and consolation to his brethren
and preserve him in the flesh as long as he shall desire
ahem he shall sleep with his fathers may he rest in
and whem
peace and the words of righteousness follow him bless
may
kingdom
thy
and
organizations
church
of
all the

may
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thy people accomplish the work unto which they are
ordained build up the zion of god and prepare the earth
for the coming of the son of man bless the female
may
they
throughout
of
the
land
zion
societies
relief
fully accomplish the object of their organization by thy
servant joseph may they influence the daughters of
zion to deeds of virtue holiness righteousness and
may
the blessings of sarah huldiah hannah anna
truthmary
and
the ancient prophetesses and holy women rest
upon them
oh god of abraham isaac and jacob we ask
thee in the name of jesus christ thy son that thou
wilt remember thy covenants which thou hast made with
remember them in all their
the whole house of israel
abidings
abi dings in these last days we pray thee in this the
temple of our god that thou wilt make bare thine arm of
power in the preservation and salvation of the small
remnant of the Lama
lamanites
that are left in the land
nites
deliver them oh god from the hand of the gentiles who
seek to annihilate them from off the face of the earth
inspire their hearts by thy spirit to receive the gospel
of the son of god that they may be prepared to build up
zion and fulfill the covenants and promises made unto
them by their forefathers who inherited this land
remember oh lord thy covenant people in the north
country hasten the day when they shall come in remembrance before thee when their prophets shall smite the
rocks and the mountains of ice shall flow down upon them
may the highway speedily be cast up in the midst of the
great deep that they may come over dry shod may the
everlasting hills tremble at their presence and their
come forth unto
benemie
enemies
enemies become a prey unto them may they comeforth
zion and bow the knee that they may be crowned in zion
under the hands of ephraim thy servants we pray thee
oh god that thou wilt remember in mercy the sons of
judah upon whose heads the blood of jesus christ has
trmpled under the
rested for 1800 years they have been templed
a hiss and a byword
feet of the gentiles and been made
in fulfillment of the words of moses their law giver
and of jesus of nazareth and we pray thee oh great
may
past
El
elvheim
eloheim
the
suffice inspire their hearts
that
oheim
to return home to jerusalem the land of their fathers
and rebuild their city and temple that they may be prepared for the coming of shiloh their king oh hear hear
us lord in these our petitions and answer us from heaven
thine holy habitation and we will ascribe all honor
glory and thanksgiving unto god and the lamb both now
9

and forever
7

diary

ibid

church

amen and amen 7

january

1

1877

see also wilford woodruff
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following this portion of the dedication by wilford
woodruff the following dedicatory song composed by charles
walker was sung
temple dedication song
tune put me in my little bed
the foxes have their holes to hide in
the birds have nests when day hath fled
but jesus had no home to hide in
nor een a place to lay his head
and down the stream of times great river
how many million souls have sped
no ray of hope bid them deliver
themselves nor een their kindred dead
chorus
glory to god 0 praise the lamb
gions sing
leggions
Lei
the angelic leigions
let all
gods completed
the temple of our god
ll ossanna
hossanna
praise the lord our king
we thank thee god for inspiration
poured out upon our living head
who holds the keys of revelation
and ordinances for the dead
imanuel bade the prison open
threw down the gates of death and hell
and millions hail this joyfully
joyfull token
and praise the lamb tis well tis well
chorus
we bless thy name 0 great eternal
powers
sealing
and P sic plural wives
for
victry oer the hosts infernal
for vietry
for thrones dominions endless lives
with joyous shouts of triumph singing
with words of praise on every tongue
angels to earth are blessings bringing
young
brigham
heaven
and
earth
bless
let
p

122

chorus

accept this dedication
and hallow now this sacred shrine
make holy by this consecration
this temple built for thee and thine
0

god

L
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the seraphs tune their notes celestial
leggions
Lei gions shout as one
cherubic leigions
re echoed back by us terres
treal
terrestreal
terrestrial
8
amen
praise the lord
hossanna
chorus
following the singing of the dedicatory song the con
gre
agregation
gregation
gation moved upstairs to the main room directly over the
young
was in poor health and
president
room
brigham
font
1

had to be

carried about in

a

chair

a foreboding prelude to
Q
9

when
his death which was to occur in the following august
the congregation had assembled in the main room the choir
sang
after the singing
this house we dedicate to thee
the following prayer was offered by erastus snow
0 god our eternal father creator of all things
who raised up the prophet joseph smith to organize the
holy priesthood after the order of thy son and laid the
foundation of zion and established thy church and king
we thy servants and people
dom among men upon the earth
appear before thee in this holy house which we have
streach forth our hands unto
built unto thy name and straach
the father of our lord jesus christ and in his name we
beseech thee to hear the prayer of thy servant wilford
woodruff which has been offered up in the font room of
we
upon
answer
people
and
and
house
house
this
this
it
implore thy blessing upon this people and upon this
house which we dedicate and consecrate unto the most
high this room especially we hallow unto thee and
beseech thee to accept it as the offering of thy people
and sanctify it to their use for sacred and holy purposes and to thine own glory it being a principal room
on the first floor over the font and above the basement
together with the adjoining vestry halls entry ways
and outer steps leading up into the same also the staircases closets and everything pertaining to this room
and its surroundings even the foundation on which it
rests the pillars and timbers laid on them the joists
foists
the floor the baseboards the columns supporting the
upper floors with their foundation on which the several

nalker
halker
talker diary
Q
git

1I
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pulpits even those on the eastern end appointed for the
melchisedec
ic priesthood and its appendages with their
melchisedic
Melchised
seats and doors aisles steps rak
failings
railings
rai lings banisters and
ral
newel posts together with the platforms and seats on
either side prepared for the use of the elders and the
high priests and visiting apostles and seventies with
the aisles and railing thereunto belonging also the
platform with the several pulpits in the western and for

the use of the aaronic priesthood namely the bishopric
or presidency of the aaronic priesthood the presidency
of the priests quorum the presidency of the teachers
quorum and the presidency of the deacons quorum and all
the seats doors aisles railings and banisters with
the side seats arranged for vising bishops and for the
priests teachers and deacons also the ceiling and side
corn
cornipes
lpes
ipes the arch and its center pieces the cornices
nices
eor
cor
cornices
cortices
above the columns with the gilded stars and other devices
and ornamentation thereof also the windows with the
frames sash glass putty and fastenings that they may
afford light in this apartment also the inner and outer
hannings
hangings
ings locks and fastenings the
doors with all their hang
seats dressing rooms partitions curtain and vails the
stoves utensils and all things to be used herein with
brass nails screws bolts paints and
all wood iron
material of every kind that all may be sanctified unto
thy most holy name and be preserved from fire and all the
elements that might injure and destroy the same and from
men
from all defilement within
ungodly
and
wicked
all
and without that thy holy spirit may dwell herein and
thine angels minister unto thy servants and thy law with
thy servants and thy law with thy judgments and statutes
be made known unto thy people and be ever revered herein
that it may be a place of prayer meditation and sacred
instruction that all who come herein may feel thy
presence and sanctifying influence uncover their heads
loose their shoes from off their feet and reverence
thy holy name we beseech thee holy father in the name
of thy son to look down upon thy servants and people in
great mercy and forgive their sins and follies we thank
thee for thy care and protection over thy servants and
handmaidens who have labored to gather the materials and
to build this house and notwithstanding the difficulties
and dangers the accidents and snares that beset them
the enemy has not had power to slay them nor has limb
been broken nor blood shed upon this building or these
thy choice blessing
grounds consecrated unto thee
let
continue upon thy people who have labored upon or contributed to build this house inasmuch as they have done it
in faith may they and their generations after them and
through them the fathers before them enjoy the blessings
and exaltations which flow through the ordinances of thy
holy priesthood bless especially thy servant brigham
young whom thou hast given us for a leader and president
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over all thy people by whose hand thou didst lead them
unto this land and plant their feet in the tops of the
mountains inspired him to build this house unto thee with
and appointments thereof
comfort him
all the apartments
in his old age heal up his body relieve him of aches and
pains fill him with the revelation of thy spirit to speak
thy word unto thy people and that he may be able to order
and among thy people as
all things in this thine house
W
john
manner
thou wilt
in
counselors
bless
his
like
young and daniel H wells and the assistant counselors
with all the apostles their wives and children houses
strengthen them in body and
lands flocks and herds
spirit and enable them to overcomewe the world and magnify
pray thee 0 god
their calling unto the end mayand
rest upon thy servants who
that these same blessings
hoods in all of
bear the melchisedec and aaronic priesthoods
Priest
qu orums throughout the church
and quorums
their organization
preserve their offand kingdom of god on the earth
spring from wickedness from unbelief and rebellion from
apo stacy and
apostasy
pride worldly mindedness and folly from apostacy
gone
any
astray chasten them
have
the second death
if
in thy mercy and restore them unto thy fold enable them
to walk in the footsteps of their fathers and become
shining lights throughout the world that in them all

nations may be blessed remember thy servants laboring
in thy vineyard throughout the earth raise up friends
to minister unto their necessities make their testimony powerful unto all people gathering out the righteous
and ripening the wicked for the consumption decreed
hasten the redemption of the Lama
lamanites
nites and the gathering
of israel from every land to establish zion and rebuild
jerusalem preserve the remnants of joseph from destruction open their eyes and hearts to receive the record
of their fathers and thy ministering servants sent among
them
them in dreams and visions show them the
visit
way of life and unite them for good over all the land
that they may be able to build zion even the new jerusalem
upon this land of their fathers
confound thine enemies
and all who fight against zion
those who will not
let
repent be wasted away when their cup of iniquity is full
clothe thy saints with salvation as with a garment lead
them in paths of righteousness and peace
them
let
triumph gloriously for10 thine is the kingdom power and
glory forever amen
after this prayer by erastus snow the hymn redeemer
ng the congregation
dingi
following the singi
singing
of israel was sung
was requested to remain seated while president brigham young
10

ibid
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members of the quorum of twelve

apostles and others of the
priesthood went to the sealing room where apostle brigham
11
young jr
ollowing
allowing
ol lowing prayer
of
f ered the ffollowing
offered
oh lord god of israel thou who showest
slowest mercy unto
those who walk uprightly before thee according to the
thee we bow in humble reverence and
light in them to name
on this occasion of dedicating
call upon thy holy
portions of this temple erected for holy purposes dis
bensing the ordinances of thy house unto this generapensing
tion their progenitors and posterity hear and answer
the prayers offered up by thine apostles wilford woodruff
and erastus snow that they may penetrate the ears of the
god
may rest upon
blessing
of
of
the
sabaoth
that
lord
and in this building from the foundations to the towers
thereof and now our father we have assembled in the
upper room where we anticipate performing the ordinances of sealing woman to man children to their parents
and man to his fellow man that the bond may reach unto
heaven thy dwelling place and when we attain to that
in the morning of the
happy state and rise with the justin
just
may
we
legally claim the relathat
resurrection
first
onsbip
ship of husbands and wives parents and children and
tionship
tion
tl
be crowned sons and daughters of god and joint heirs with
jesus our elder brother we dedicate this room unto
thee the circular stairs leading to it the boards and
nails and paint which compose the stairs the timbers
upon which they rest the studding lath plastering and
we
parts
and
with
the
dedicate
several
thereof
nails
this room unto thee 0 our father the walls and the
9

9

9

0

stones of which they are built with the sand and lime
and all timbers which rest in the walls the joists and
their bridging and the double floors which rest upon the
joists and the nails and fastenings thereof and the
plaster upon the walls and the ornamental cornice and
the center ornament and the materials of which they are
composed and the stove and fixtures within this room
together with the windows their castings weights and
we
putty
and
paint
ask thy blesssash
glass
cords
ings upon the altar which stands within the room which
we dedicate ahd
aad consecrate unto thee the lord our god
for the performance of the sealing ordinance that the
hearts of the fathers may be turned to the children and
sanctify to
the hearts of the children to the fathers
this purpose the boards nails and fastenings and paint
and the cushions upon the altar and the materials of
which they are composed all these things severally
and collectively we dedicate unto the fulfilling of thy
11

ibid
bid
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glorious purposes in the earth bless those who have
labored upon this building and those who shall administer
pres
servant
aged
the ordinances herein bless thine
brigham young with strength to labor in this building as
seemeth
seebeth good unto thee righteous father and now we
dedicate and consecrate ourselves all we have with this
congregation unto thee oh god in the name of jesus our
redeemer

amen 12

following the dedicatory prayer by elder brigham
young jr
those in the sealing room returned to the main
president brigham
room on the first floor of the temple
young arose and went up to the stand where he spoke to the
congregation concerning the great privilege of having a
113
following the remarks by president
temple completed
brigham young the choir sang glorious things of thee are
young
brigham
jr gave the benediction and
spoken
elder
14
those in attendance left the temple through the east door
thus bringing to a close the first dedication of the st
george temple

final dedication
finally after five and one half years of hard work
george
a
great
the
st
much sacrifice and
deal of faith
temple was finally completed and was ready for the final
dedication the following account of the proceedings of the
were
prayer
taken from
dedicatory
and
the
final dedication
12

ibid

13
13brigham
brigham young
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bleak president of the st george
and published in the deseret news

the notes of james

stake

G

april 1877
ath before general conference
friday april 6th
6

began

the following ordinations and settings apart were attended
to elder thos jefferson jones was ordained a high
priest and set apart as first counselor to pres john D T
mcallister bro mcallister being mouth
a high priest was set apart
elder henry eyring being
as second counselor to pres mcallister by apostle john

taylor
and
elder easton kelsey was ordained a high priest
priests
set apart as a bishop and to preside over the priest
quorum
apostle erastus snow being mouth
ath pursuant to adjourn
at 10 am friday april 6th
ment last october general conference held in salt lake
forty seventh general annual conference of the
city the fortyseventh
day saints convened in
church of jesus christ of latter
latterday
st george temple pres brigham young presiding
were present in the melchisedec priesthood
therepres
W
young
john
brigham
and
counselors
stand
his
young and daniel H wells
also of the twelve apostles
pratt
orson
orson
john taylor wilford
hyde
woodruff
wllford
allford
chas C rich lorenzo snow erastus snow franklin D
geo
Q
cannon brigham young jr and jos F
richards
likewise
smith also presiding patriarch john smith
st george stake presidency president of the high
priests of st george stake and of the elders quorum
on the aaronic or lesser priesthood stand
presiding
bishop of the church edward hunter together with some
visiting bishops whom he had invited occupied seats the
three lower rows of the aaronic stand were occupied by
the presiding officers of the priests teachers and
deacons quorums respectively
when those present were seated in their respective

carowan choir sang the opening hymn
the morning
places the parowan
breaks the shadows flee after which president daniel H
wells offered the following dedicatory prayer
almighty and everlasting god our heavenly father
thou who art the god of abraham isaac and jacob the
god of moses of david of solomon the god and father of
our lord and savior jesus christ the god of joseph and
of brigham even the god of israel thou who are the
father of our spirits it is to thee we approach this
morning to worship and to offer up our dedicatory prayer
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in thanksgiving and praise for this offering even a
temple which thou hast enabled thy people to rear unto
thy most holy name we realize our father that we are
dependent upon thee and that although we are shut out
from thy presence inheriting many weaknesses and made
subject to many temptations and sins we are thy children and as such we come before thee in the depths of
humility with broken hearts and contrite spirits praying that thine indulgence thy tender mercy and compassion may be extended toward us and that thou will forgive
seeing and searching eye hath
everything which thine allseeing
all
beheld amiss in us
we thank thee 0 lord that thy people whom thou hast
led to the distant land and whom thou hast preserved by
thine own right arm have been permitted to establish
themselves in the homes which thou hast given them and
that through thy continued efforts and that through thy
continued blessings they have been enabled to gather
together the materials of which this building is composed
to put together and erect the same even a temple which
we dedicate and now consecrate to thee that it may be
holy unto thee the lord our god for sacred and holy purposes and that the blessing even life for evermore may
be commanded here from heaven even from thy presence
and may flow through the ordinances which appertain unto
thy holy place unto us thy children we pray that the
blessings pertaining to our eternal salvation and to the
establishing of thy kingdom upon this thine earth may
be poured out upon thy holy priesthood and thy people
who shall worship and officiate in this thy holy house
we dedicate and consecrate the foundation of this
building upon which it stands cause 0 lord that it
may not give way nor yield in consequence of any destructive elements which may be in the soil but may the
nature of those elements be changed so as to become
strengthening instead of weakening that the same may
always remain firm and sound
we dedicate and consecrate the lower and upper walls
of the building and the buttresses which support the
same and all the materials
the stone the lime and the
sand which compose the mortar and all that pertains
thereunto together with the flagging the timbers the
joints the floors and the foundations upon which they
rest that the same may be protected and preserved that
none of the elements either through storms fire or
earthquakes may have power to destroy disturb or injure
we
thy
holy
house
also dedicate and consecrate
this
unto thee all the openings entrances doors and windows
and their fastenings of the basement story
we
vie also present to thee the baptismal font in which
is performed the ordinance of baptism for the living and
for the dead with the steps the railings around and the
oxen upon which it rests the foundations together with
T

9

9
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the connections and apparatus for furnishing conveying
holding and heating the water with all that pertains to
dedicating and consecrating all unto thee the lord
it
our father and god that they may be holy unto thy name
we pray that thy blessing may attend those of thy
servants who administer and who may officiate in the
ordinances that may be performed therein in behalf of
thy people and in behalf of those our progenitors our
have gone before us to the
relatives and friends who
may be enabled and permitted
spirit world so far as we
to officiate for them we dedicate also to thee the
rooms of this building in the first second and third
includ
stories with the pillars and supports thereof include
ing the side rooms with the partition wall for the purposes for which they may be used by the priesthood for
prayer for worship for councils or meetings or for
administering the holy ordinances of thy house that they
may be holy unto thee
theay
theey the lord our god we also dedi
cate the roof and the tower with its dome its covering
and walls and the battlements around and above the roof
with the timbers and frames and supports upon which the
roof and tower rest and are made permanent and the
fastenings and all that appertain thereto and the mater
lais weof which they are composed
dedicate also the entrances the steps and the
with the railings and banisters therecircular stairs grant
0 lord that the roof which covers
unto attached
may
the building from the storms
shield and protect
all
we dedicate the pipes which
which may come upon it
convey the water from the roof with their fastenings and
we
composed
which
are
they
the materials of
also dedi
cate the chimneys flues conduits and sewers and open
ings for ventilation also all the doors windows and
glass the hinges and nails and screws the door locks
and handles the windows weights and cords and fastenings of every kind and all the painty
paint putty plaster
whitewash and all the ornamental work within and with
out everything used in the construction and completion
of the entire building from the foundation unto the top
thereof that all may be holy unto the lord our god
holy father we dedicate unto thee the furniture and
anoint ings and cere
utensils used in the holy washing anointings
monies of this thy holy house also the curtains and
frames for partitions together with the altars and
and the tables and chairs stools and
their cushions may
be sanctified for the use and purposes
desks that all
intended we dedicate also the tower on the outside
aqueduct
aquaduct
containing the fountain also the aqua
duct and pipes conveying water thereunto
we dedicate the block of land upon which this temple
is situated and the fence which encloses it with its
openings and gates the hinges hangings and fastenings
tiie materials of which they are composed also the
and the
roads and walks leading thereto and through the same
5
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dedicate and consecrate the pulpits with the
cushions thereon and the ornamental fringe around together with the steps railings and banisters and the
seatsy
deatsy
seats with the cushions on them and the floors and
the foundations upon which they stand may nothing
unholy impure ever enter here but may the same be holy
unto the lord our god
expecially do we pray that thy power may rest upon
especially
thy servants who may occupy these pulpits when they shall
minister by virtue of their holy calling either in
preaching in counseling or in transacting business pertaining to the welfare of thy church and kingdom here
we implore thy blessings upon the various
upon earth
congregations of thy people who may assemble in this
house from time to time both in their incomings and outgoings and may thy blessing and thy spirit dwell herein
and rest upon them for their comfort and edification
and abide richly in their hearts that they may learn
we
ways
thy
thy
walk
paths
and
of
in
desire
further
also to commend these thy servants and people to thy
kind care and keeping that they may be preserved unto
thee from the powers of the wicked and ungodly and from
the powers of all evil and opposing influences from
whose grasp thou hast heretofore delivered us in bringing us here to these valleys and the fastnesses of these
we
ire
lre
lie acknowledge thee and the great deliverance
mountains
thou hast wrought out for us and we pray thee 0 god
in the name of jesus to accept of these thy servants and
the people and preserve and keep us in thy most holy keep
presence
ing
thy
from
ministering
angels
the
attend
let
us and let thy grace and power be upon us that we may
walk in the paths of purity and holiness and be enabled
to bring forth thy purposes and establish thy kingdom in
administering in all the ordinances
all its fullness
pertaining to thy house and also send forth salvation
to all the children of men scattered abroad upon the
face of the whole earthy for their redemption from sin
and bondage even from gross darkness
we now ask our father that we thy servants and
people may be acceptable unto thee praying thee to grant
that thy holy spirit may pervade each heart before thee
to behold
delightest
that our worship may be such as thou de
lightest
and that the revelations of thy mind and will may continue
to be made manifest through thy servant brigham and all
of thy servants upon whom thou hast conferred the author
of the holy priesthood
ity we
feel not to multiply words before thee for lan
guage is inadequate to express the fulness
falness of the feelings
and emotions of our souls in being thus privileged to
meet before thee in this sacred this holy place
accept 0 god of this tribute of our hearts and let
thy peace and blessing dwell and abide here in this holy
we

5

5

9
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which we now with uplifted hearts and hands
present and consecrate and dedicate entire as a sacred
offering unto thee for thine acceptance may it stand
as a monument of purity and holiness as long as the
earth shall remain commemorative of thy great goodness
peopley
peopled and thy name shall have the
towards us thy people
jesus
honor the praise and glory for we ask all in jesusi
name and unto thee and our blessed lord and savior and
to the holy spirit be all powery
over might and dominion
dowery
dovery
5
amen
worlds without end

temple

9

the temple was now completed and dedicated and those
who had accomplished this great task began to enjoy the
blessing of doing ordinance work for both the living and the
dead
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CHAPTER

CLAIMED

VII

manifestations

IN THE TEMPLE

the following information on manifestations in the
temple is taken from recorded accounts of those who claimed
they were present andor participated in these events their
testimonies are that they witnessed these things and that
they are true
at the dedication of the st george temple on
january 1 1877 president brigham young was too ill to walk
and had to be carried through the temple in a chair by four
of the brethren when they returned from dedicating the
sealing rooms in the east tower and again met with the congre
gation in the main assembly room brigham young arose to
gregation
his feet walked to the speakers stand and delivered a stir1
ring and powerful sermon
at a conference held in the salt lake tabernacle on
september

16

1877

wilford woodruff

who was

at that

time

president of the st george temple related the following
y

experience
1I we have labored in the st
george temple since january and we have done all we could there and the lord
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stirred

things have been
revealed to us concerning the dead president young has
said to us and it is verily so if the dead could they
spea
would aspea
speak in language loud as ten thousand thunders
calling upon the servants of god to rise up and build
temples magnify their calling and redeem their dead
this doubtless sounds strange to those present who
believe not the faith and doctrine of the latter day
saints but when we get to the spirit world wewe will find
out that all that god has revealed is true
will
find too that everything there is reality and that
god has a body parts and passions and the erroneous
ideas that exist now with regard to him will have passed
1I feel to say little else to the latterday
away
day saints
latter
wherever and whenever 1I have the opportunity of speaking
to them than to call upon them to build these temples
now under way to hurry them up to completion
the dead
will be after you they will seek after you as they have
arter
af ter us in st george they called upon us knowing
after
thad
tha t we held the keys and power to redeem them
1I will here say
two
weeks
closing
before
that
rl
before 1I left st george the spirits of the dead gathered around me wanting to know why we did not redeem
you
them
they
have had the use of the endowsaid
ment house for a number of years and yet nothing has ever
we laid the foundation of the governbeen done for us
ment you now enjoy and we never apostatized from it but
we remained true to it and were faithful to god
these
anu
were the
and
of the
ine signers or
of independence ana
ine Deci
declaration
decl aration or
deel
1I thought
they waited on me for two days and two nights
very
so much work had
nothwithstanding
singular that noth
withstanding
it
been done and yet nothing had been done for them
the
thought never entered my heart from the fact 1I suppose
that heretofore our minds were reaching after our more
1I straightway went into
immediate friends and relatives
the baptismal font and called upon brother mcallister to
baptize me for the signers of the declaration of indepen
pendence
nitty
dence and ftc
ftf ty other eminent men making one hundred
fitty
in all including john wesley columbus and others 1I
t ptizer
ptized him for every president of the united
then baptized
except three and when t4eir
cause is just somestatesexcept
states
their
1 11 do the work for them
body wwill
at a conference of the church held april 10 1898
president wilford woodruff who was then president of the
church made a similar statement to that quoted above
has

0

up our minds
mindsy
lindsy and many
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going to bear my testimony to this assembly if
1I never do it again in my life
those men who laid
that
the foundation of this american government and signed
the declaration of independence were the best spirits
on
the god of heaven could ffind
the face of the earth
rind
ind
they were choice spirits not wicked men general
washington and all the men that labored for the purpose
were inspired of the lord
another thing 1I am going to
every one
say here because 1I have a right to say it
of those men that signed the declaration of independence
with general washington called upon me as an apostle of
T
tempie
the lord jesus christ in the temple
ample
ampie at st george two
consecutive nights and demanded at my hands that 1I
should go forth and attend to the ordinances of the house
of god for them men are here 1I believe that know of
11
D
T
II cannon and
J
david
mcallister
this brothers
james C bleak
brother mcallister baptized me for all
these men and 1I then told these brethren that it was
duty to go into the temple and labor until they
their
got endowments for all of them they did it would
those spirits have called upon me as an elder in israel
to perform that work if they had not been noble spirits
before god they would not 1I bear this testimony
Ls true
because it iis
the spirit of god bore record to
myself and the brethren while we were laboring in that
53
1I am

9

way

for a more detailed account of the above quoted manfe
ifestations
stations the following information is taken from the
journal of president wilford woodruff dated august 21 1877
the three presidents of the united states who did not have
work done were martin van buren

their temple
and

ulysses

this time
on

S

grant

president grant

was

james buchannan

still

living at

4h

president wilford woodruff also records in his journal
august 21 1877 that sister lucy bigelow young was

wilford woodruff
historians
historian s library
4ibid
bibid
ibid

journal

august

21

1877

church

100

baptized for martha washington and her family and seventy of
5

the eminent women of the world
ace
account
lount of other manifestations and
the following aee
age
vtle
tie
by
I
healings
ie
lings
st
ffpge temple was re
remarkable iea
recorded
in
recorder
recordei
lea
cordeI
M
P farnsworth a worker in the temple for some eleven
F
years

te

1

there were many miraculous and powerful manifestas and remarkable healings in the st george temple
eions
tions
geo
T
1I will only mention the following cases
brother
ae
was a very sick man
jarvis
he had to be carried to the
T
empie
tempie
temple
and was laid on a pallet on the floor in the
emple
lie
he was carried into the font where he
reception room ile
was
was baptized and confirmed for his healthy
and
healed
health
being able to walk home frona
from
fron the temple his house is a
a
or
over
over
mile from the
blocks
four
half
little
5

temple
an age
ageel brother by the name of yardley of beaver
came to the temple
111somuch that it
lle
ile
lie
he was very deaf insomuch
was difficult to make him hear or understand what was
said to him after being administered to he received
piks
pilg
alss
hearing so that he could hear the tick of the watch
is
J
t iicily
ictly his testimony of this event was published
rstinctly
in the deseret news at the time
1

matheny of fillmore who had suf
ellen iunmatherly
sister
Jun for seven years and was prostrated
cered great afflict
fered
affliction
walk when
only waik
and who
n
D

could
ualk
assisted received her
health she was subsequently called as a worker in this
temple where she rema
ined until appointed to labor in
remained
she was at the time of her
the manti temple in sa s8
healing a poor emaciated being but has now grown quite
1I e shy
ffleshy
among the many remarkable healings in answer to
prayer is the following professor J A whitelock had
ot
george after
been employed in the central school in st
fulfilling his engagement himself and wife amanda
returned to their former home in philadelphia while
there their little child pearl became violently ill and
she was given up to die
wasted away to a mere skeleton
by eminent physicians thelreg
thereg
there as well as by all the
r i endi s brother ifhitelock
whitelockI telegraphed us to pray for
whitelcck
ffriends
her jjui the st george temple
temi e which was done and the
E

I
1

9

5

1

bibid
5ibid
bid
I1

I1
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child was instantly healed in a most remarkable manner
the flesh returned upon her bones so that in the morning
those who saw her beheld a healthy hearty lovely child
they wrote a lengthy letter of the particulars of this
healing which letter was read to the company in the
temple and also to the congregation in the tabernacle in

st george the following sabbath

great many were healed and 1I do not remember any
person who came there during a period of eleven years
1I was a laborer there
who dle
dic not receive benefit from
die
periost
priost ood
the administration of the priesthood
A

M

F

farnsworth

6

the above mentioned manifestations were an indication
of the blessings those early pioneers received because of
1
their accepting the call from the leaders of the church to
T
e
go and establish themselves in the ilio
e
b
r
valley
virgin
there
rio
were many who were not strong enough either physically or

spiritually to

remain and endure the
tte hardships of

this uninviting land but those who did remain showed by example that
through hard work and great faith in themselves their leaders and their god most anything could be accomplished
and now as we close this history of the st george
temple
tempie one is reminded of the great responsibility placed
sain
upon those latterday
saints
day
SaJn
ts who follow those noble pioneers
saints
latter
M
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APPENDIX A
GENERAL

conference

HELD IN TEMPLE

the following letter was sent from salt lake city to
Bj
shops and members throughout the territory
bishops
in the letter
they are told that the general conference of the church
beginning on april 6 1877would
1877 would be held in the st george
temple and that the temple would be dedicated at that time
they are also reminded of the importance and use of temples
the bishops are asked to find out how willing the people are
to contribute to the building of temples in other parts of the
territory as well as continuing to help complete the temple in

st george
ch of
to the bishops and members of the chur
church
jesus christ of latterday
day saints
da
latter
residing in the various
settlements throughout
emins
enins
fains
mounfains
mountains
these Moun
beloved brethren and sisters
the temple at st george washington county utah
portions
territory rapidly approaches completion already some we
of it are in a condition to be used and in a few weeks
expect to be administering ordinances therein for the living
and the dead
the general conference of the church was adjourned on the esth
8th
session at 10 AM
sth instant to hold its next
on the 6th
ath of april in the temple at st george we hope the
and that we
entire building will be completed by that time god
in the
shall be able to dedicate it to wethe lord our
days of our poverty and while
had no temple in which to
administer ordinances for the dead and to give endowments
dealings
sealings
lings and other ordinances for the living
and to perform sea
the lord permitted us to erect an endowment house in this
106
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city

this

we

have used for many years

and many ordinances

have been administered therein but there are other important
ordinances which have not been and cannot be administered
except in a temple built and dedicated to the most high for
purpose
such a temple we now have so far completed at
that george
st
that we can commence attending to these ordinances
there the mind of the spirit to us has been that we should
for the present at least discontinue in the endowment house
in this city the work of baptisms for the dead of giving
endowments and of sealing and that hereafter these ordinances should be performed in the temple or the temples that
shall be built this announcement we have made to the saints
they have been profoundly moved thereat they are aroused

to action they now begin to appreciate how precious are
the opportunities they have had never before has there
been such an anxiety displayed for the privileges of the
endowment house
the prospect of it being closed causes
sea
sealings
lings
the people to think of their baptisms endowments and dealings
they now perceive as probably they never did before how
convenient it would be to have a temple completed in this
part of the territory this would save them the lengthy
journey to and from st george the want of temples at other
convenient points to which the saints can repair to receive
their ordinances will now be felt at other places besides
lake city especially will this be the case where
salt
persons wish to marry the lord has taught us how important it is that our marriages should be solemnized according
to the laws he has given in holy places where wives can
be joined to husbands for time and all eternity
what
any
can
day
marriage or authorbe
with
latterday
saint
satisfied
latter
ity less than this which of them if he understands the laws
of god can feel indifferent as to whether his wife shall be
his for eternity or for time only or whether his children
shall be born in the covenant and be legal heirs to the
priesthood or have to become such by adoption it is for
these and other ordinances that we are commanded of the lord
to build temples we are now abundantly able to build them
and in them should the ordinances be administered which have
been acceptable only in the days of our poverty in other
places at an holy altar in the temple of the lord can
ordinances be administered to those who are deemed worthy
which they cannot receive elsewhere
we feel led to say to the latterday
day saints throughlatter
us arise and build temples unto
out these mountains
let
our god at such places as he shall designate into which we
and our children can enter and receive those blessings that
he has in store for us
the bishops of the settlements
let
pi ute beaver millard sevier
in washington kane iron plute
sanpete and juab counties call the people of their wards
together and ascertain from them how much each one is willing
to subscribe in labor and means monthly quarterly or
annually towards the erection of a temple at manti sanpete
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county

in
let the bishops of the wards
morgan
davis
lake
tooele
thoele
salt
people

utah wasatch
summit
and weber counties
of their wards together and ascertain from
call the
them how much each one will donate in labor and means
monthly quarterly or annually towards the completion of
the temple in this city let the bishops of the various
wards in box elder
eider
elder9
eldera cache and rich counties in utah territory and in the counties of bear lake and oneida in idaho
territory call public meetings and learn from the people
what each one is willing to do monthly quarterly or annually towards the erection of a temple at logan cache
county and at these meetings the amount each person shall
subscribe should be placed opposite his or her name so
that what can be depended upon may be known in writing
each bishop can then make a statement over his own signature to the presidents office of the amount of labor and
means that his ward will furnish in the aggregate and that
3

responsible ror
foro
for
in proposing the erection of new temples it is
not expected that the work now being done upon the temple
in this city by individuals and by the various quorums shall
cease the labor upon the temple here will continue to be
pushed forward by those now engaged in it until sites are
selected for and work shall be commenced by the different
quorums upon other Tem
templeso
templeto
pleso these temples which we now
temples
propose to build will not be costly structureso
so they will
structures
structure
be for endowment purposes and can be easily and quickly
by the people from whom the labor is required
erected
you will perceive by the anxiety of the saints to avail
themselves of the privileges of the endowment house in this
city and the manner in which they are now crowding here
how necessary and desirable it is that these buildings should
be speedily completed so that the facilities for sealing
and the administration of other ordinances should be placed
within the reach of all who are worthy of them without their
being compelled to travel to and from st
sto george to the
temple there when the saints were required to build the
temple at kirtland ohio they were few in number and poor
in means at nauvoo also when the temple was erected
there the saints were not numerous and their circumstances
as contrasted with ours in these valleys were those of
great poverty but in rearing those temples the people
were greatly blessedo
sedo the lord increased their substance
bies
bles
blessed
provided ways of deliverance from their enemies and bestowed gifts and knowledge upon them which are beyond all
earthly price so it will be now if we will arise in the
majesty and strength of our calling as the people of god
and build these temples with willing hearts and liberal
hands the lord will pour out his blessings upon us to an
extent we have never heretofore knowno
known our children will
multiply and increase in faith and though satan may rage
as he and his servants always do when the work of building
he

will

be
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temples is being urged forward yet we will prosper and grow
stronger and stronger until the redemption of zion shall be
fully accomplished peace be with you and the lord bless
you

salt lake city
25th october
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APPENDIX
SERMONS

B

IN THE TEMPLE

following the dedicatory prayer by elder brigham
young jr
on january 1 1877 those in the sealing room
young
room
president
brigham
to
main
here
the
returned
arose and went up to the stand where he gave the following
address to the congregation assembled in the main room
1I cannot consent in my feelings to retire from this
house without exercising my strength the strength of my
lungs stomach and speaking organs in speaking to this
my
soy
1I hardly dare say
people
what
in
heart to say to
is
sot
this people perhaps it would not be prudent but 1I will
say a few encouraging things to the latterday
day saints
latter
we
to
encouraging
ought
be
they
that are here
that is
are enjoying a privilege that we have no knowledge of
any other people enjoying since the days of adam that
completed wherein all the ordinis to have a temple god
can be bestowed upon his pe
ople
opie
people
ance of the house of
brethren and sisters do you understand this it seems
that a great many of the people know nothing about it
purpose
a
temple
solomon
true
the
for
is
that
built
it
of giving endowments but from what we can learn of the
history of that time they gave very few if any endowments and one of the high priests was murdered by wicked
and corrupt men who had already begun to apostatize
because he would not reveal those things appertaining to
the priesthood that were forbidden him to reveal until he
1I will not say but what enoch
came to the proper place
had temples and officiated therein but we have no
account of it we know that he raised up a people so
pure and holy that they were not permitted to remain
with the wicked inhabitants of the earth but were taken
to another place we
lie as latter day saints have been
laboring for over forty years and the revelations given
us in the first were to establish the kingdom by gather
ing the saints building temples and organizing the
people as the family of heaven here on the earth we
reared up a temple in kirtland but we had no basement
gi ve endowments
in it nor a font nor preparations to give
110

ill
was left
by
or the living or the dead
t
ffor
the
saints
it
lef
before it was completed they going to missouri joseph
located the site for the temple block in jackson county
east corner of the
missouri and pointed out the south
southeast
temple in the year 1871
1831
1851
also laid the mocorner stone for
a temple in far west caldwell county
these temples
we built one in nauvoo
1I could pick
were not built
out several before me now that were there when it was
how much was ffinished
and what was
built and know just
inished
we
true
done
brethren there with instructions
is
left
it
to finish it and they got it nearly completed before it
now we have
was burned but the saints did not enjoy it
a temple which will all be finished in a few days and
of which there is enough completed to commence work
therein which has not been done since the days of adam
now
we
any
knowledge
have
those that can see
of
that
the spiritual atmosphere can see that many of the saints
are still glued to this earth and lusting and longing
world in which there is no
after the things of this
profit it is true we should look after the things of
and devote all to the building up of the kingthis world
dom of god
according to the present feelings of many
of our brethren they would arrogate to themselves this
world and all that pertains to it and cease not day nor
night to see that it was devoted to the building up of
the kingdom of the devil and if they had the power they
would build a railroad to carry it to hell and establish
themselves there where are the eyes and the hearts of
own saltheir
this people where is their interest for
vation and that of their forefathers we enjoy privileges
that are enjoyed by no one else on the face of the earth
suppose we were awake to this thing namely the salvation of the human family this house would be crowded
as we hope it will be from monday morning until saturday
night this house was built here in this place purposely
where it is warm and pleasant in the winter time and
lamanites
comfortable to work also for the Lama
nites and also
those coming from the south and other places to receive
blessings what do you suptheir endowments and other
pose the fathers would say if they could speak from
the
fromthe
we have lain here thousands
would they not say
dead
of years here in this prison house waiting for this
dispensation to come here we are bound and fettered
what would
in the association of those who are filthy
they whisper in our ears why if they had the power
the very thunders of heaven would be in our ears if we
could but realize the importance of the work we are
engaged in all the angels in heaven are looking at
stimulating them to
handfuls
handfull
this little hand
full of people and so
also are the
the salvation of the human family
devils in hell looking at this people too and trying
to overthrow us and the people are still shaking hands
with the servants of the devil instead of sanctifying

al
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themselves and calling upon the lord and doing the work
which he has commanded us and put into our hands to do
when 1I think upon this subject 1I want the tongues of
can the fathers
seven thunders to wake up the people
no
can we be saved without them
be saved without us
no and if we do not wake up and cease to long after the
things of this earth we will find that we as individuals
the lord will preserve a
will go down to hell although
people unto himself now we are ready to give endowments
do you have any feelings for those who have died without
e op le
having the gospel
the spirit was awakened in the ppeople
in the north when we gave the word that we should do no
more work in the endowment house they came to us crying
what else
and pleading to be baptized for their dead
they can come here and do the work for
could they do
their dead and put these poorwe prisoners on the Asground
long
do
where they will be free
realize this
as we tarry here we are subject to the world but now
go to like men and women and say we will embrace the
truth and enter into the covenants of god and carry them
out
then the bonds are broken and the hearts of the
people are united in the father perhaps brethren and
sisters you will not get my meaning but now go to work
and let these holes in the ground alone and let the
gentiles alone who would destroy us if they had the
you are running after them and some of our
power
brethren are putting their wives and daughters into
their society and will go 1 to the devil witha them tooon
they do not look out
I would not have
dollar
if
has been the
the earth if 1I had to get it there
it
kingdom of god with me
what 1I have 1I have got in this
kingdom
well now some of the elders are running
me
1
men
see
ground
I
and
before
the
these
holes
in
after
are
in this house that have no right to be here they fare
as corrupt in their hearts as they can be and we take
you will go to
them by the hand and call them brother
you
may think
you
you
repent
unless
hell lots of
this is plain talk it is not asgo plain as you will ffind
ind
you should ever
to the gates of heaven
by and by
if
jesus will say he never knew you while you have been
saying your prayers and going to your meetings and are
as corrupt in your hearts as men can be you had better
stop now and repent of your sins and sin no more while
there is yet time and before the doors are closed
against you 1I want to wake you up and if 1I had the
power to lift the veil from your eyes and let you see
things as they are you would be astonished not but
what there are a great majority of the people as good
as they know how to be now 1I will say bless the
people that they may do better but show some of the
elders of israel according to their present conduct a 1
dollar on one side and eternal life on the other and I
fear they would choose the dollar
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are

prepared to attend to baptizing and giving endowments and shall appoint tuesdays and wednesdays
for baptisms and thursdays and fridays for endowments
present
appointment
dealings
and sea
sealings
lings as a standing
the
for
1
we

god

now

bless you

amen

the following three sermons were preached in the
st george temple during general conference of the church
held in april 1877

george
elder

cannon
discourse
1
I arise to speak to you
feelings
peculiar
with
is
it
my brethren and sisters
for the short time remaining
in this holy temple if 1I were to describe my feelings
on entering and worshiping in this house 1I would occupy
more time than remains to be used and 1I do not know if
1I were to attempt to do so 1
I could succeed
each one
present can the better estimate the feelings of his
brother from those entertained by himself
1I was here last fall
and then my emotions upon
entering this room were of the most peculiar character
1I felt overpowered
and 1I have felt so each time 1I have
entered the building it is a holy place and all those
who come here should be holy they should examine themselves and finding themselves guilty of wrong they
should make up their minds in the strength and power of
god to put it away
1I do not think that any person who
has any of the love of the truth the love of righteousness or the fear of god abiding in his heart can enter
this building without being impressed with the sacredness
of the spirit which reigns here and that seems to permy
we
even
atmosphere
vade
fervent prayer
breathe
the
to god is that this building will be kept clean and pure
free from every act and spirit antagonistic to the holy
influences that god has promised to bestow upon the pure
in heart who enter herein and that this building will
i1
ia the
stand as long as it shall be necessary to ruif
fuir
fulfil
purposes of god
the remarks we have heard from president wells are
very true and are so in keeping with the scriptures
that every latter day saint who has heard them must be
a
cause of joy
always
of their truth
is
satisfied
it
to me that in the providences
provi dences of god our heavenly father
the sacred records we have which have come down through
so many ages and which are recognized by christendom to
be the words of god at least acknowledged by all christians to be so whether they believe it or not 1I say
by

Q
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that in the providence of god these records have come down
chenio
to us in as pure condition as we find thenio
them because it
is a comfrot to a people like we are whose names are
cast out as evil and who are derided and visited with
every kind of contumely accused of every conceivable
crime to know that the doctrine and ordinances that we
believe in have a similarity to and are in strict accord-

ance with those of the recognized word of god we need
not go to the book of mormon and the book of doctrine
and covenants alone for the proofs of the truth of the
work we are engaged in for in appealing to those books
we only appeal to a corroborative testimony showing that
god
gods
words and dealings with the children of men are the
same in all ages of the world
while he gave his revealed
word to the ancients on the eastern continent he also
gave to the inhabitants of the western continent his word
he has also given to us his people
and they both agree
in the last days his word by these three witnesses

or these three divine records his word is corroborated
having received the word of god from
and maintained
these various sources we can rejoice this day in the
great truth that the doctrines we teach the ordinances
we have submitted to and that have been and are being
administered to us and that our lives when we live as
we should are in strict accordance with these three
records which we know to be the word of god but particularly
ticul arly in accordance with the bible which the
christian world acknowledge tome be true1 this has always
and I have been greatly
been a great cause of joy to
strengthened in knowing that no reference could be made
to any part or to any doctrine or principle of the
bible which was not believed in and practiced by the
day saints to the extent of their ability that
latterday
latter
is so far as the doctrine or requirement was applicable
to them of course where distinct revelations were
given to people under peculiar conditions and of a
peculiar character as for instance noah or abraham or
the disciples when they were commanded to flee from
jerusalem the common sense of all men would suggest
that such requirements were not applicable to us oltit is
not necessary for us to build an ark or to do any of
these things especially commanded to others but where
general revelations doctrines ordinances or commandments are revealed or communicated to the people of god
we as a people have received all such and they form
part of our faith and belief and we to some extent at
in conjunction
least are engaged in carrying them out same
consewith these glorious facts precisely the
quences or results flow from the teachings of the servants

jit

503305
305

1brigham
brigham young

9
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of god in these days as in the days of old god confirmed the word by signs following
the adversary in
the same spirit of hatred that characterized his attacks
upon the work of god in all ages is in these last days
as bitter and as determined to cause the same results to
follow the preaching of the servants of god and the
administration of the ordinances of life and salvation
as at any previous time in the worlds history thus
showing that the old antagonism that existed between god
and belial the old animosity that actuated the mind of
those whom he inflamed to crucify the son of man and to
destroy his apostles had not died out but was as
determined in this our day to effect the ruin of those
who believe in the gospel of the lord jesus christ who
have submitted to its ordinances as at any previous
time in the history of the world
we
had believed all that is taught in the scrip
if
tures and had not received the promised blessings or
we
had believed in all written in the scriptures and
if
had received the promised blessings and had not received
the hatred and animosity of the wicked there might have
been cause for doubt as to our having obeyed the gospel
we might have been assailed with a fear that some thing
was lacking in the system and that therefore we could
not be the people of god after all but when in addi
tion to the doctrine that god has revealed and the
ordinances of life and salvation that he has restored
and commanded us to obey that is to believe in jesus
christ to repent truly and sincerely of all our sins
to be baptized for remission of them by one holding the
authority and then receive the holy ghost through the
laying on of hands and its gifts and blessings and its
powers for our names to be cast out as evil to have our
names heralded through the earth as the most ungodly and
wicked and abominable people that live upon the earth
to have men think that in destroying us they would be
doing gods service 1I say that when these characteristhe administration and ordinances of the
tics attend
house of god we can rejoice even as the ancients did in
the knowledge that there is no peculiarity of feature
pertaining to the ancient gospel from the days of adam
to john the revelator or from the days of jared and his
brother to moroni or from the days of joseph and hyrum
to this our day that does not attend the gospel now
not only is there no feature characteristic or peculiarity absent but there is no sign or evidence lacking of
god
same
same
work
being
precisely
the
of
the
its
signs follow now and precisely the same external evi
dences follow the preaching of the gospel now as anciently
having these signs and evidences and blessings should we
not as a people rejoice exceedingly should not our
god
to
almighty
be
thanksgiving
of
that
hearts
full
however humble and obscure and illiterate however
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contemptible in the minds of the children of men our
doctrines lives and characters may be our names are
numbered with the ho
the best and the greatest
hollest
liest
that have ever trod the footstool of god that our names
son
god
are numbered with jesus the firstborn
the
of
born
first
and with enoch abraham the friend of god distinguished
above all the sons of men by that glorious evidence of
god
gods nearness to him being called his friend and with
the holy prophets whose lives are living testimonies
all
we would enjoy the
to the divinity of their calling
if
society and glory of such personages we must be willing
to suffer as they did and if not so we can not reasonably expect to be numbered among the happy throng who are
to live and reign with jesus when we shall have done
ough and experienced the
through
they have done passed ahr
thr
all
same blessings that they have drunk the same cup and
been baptized with the same baptism and when necessary
laid down our lives as they have in testimony of the
truth then we can reign with them
men
easy
when
to
or
the
of
heat
die
in
is
battle
it
are selected for some heroic duty and the eyes of the
world are upon them but this is not the manner in which
the servants and people of god have lost their lives
jesus was crucified between two thieves the most igno
minious death to which any one could be subjected and
those who crucified him believed him to be worthy of such
a fate
they disseminated among the people such slanders
and misrepresentations of his works and actions that many
in taking the responsibility of shedding
felt justified
his blood upon themselves and their posterity
thus it always has been with the servants and saints
they do not die when their lives are taken by
of god
violence in a manner which the world calls heroic or
glorious but as malefactors the ignominious death
administered to those who are slain for the testimony of
jesus and thus it always has been with gods children
the brightest the best and noblest that ever lived
they have had to lay down their lives as joseph did
slain in the prison where he was confined the same
self sacrifice the same godlike self sacrifice is god
required at the hands of the servants and saints of
in this our day as was required of those in ancient
days when they were cast into dens of wild beasts into
the fiery furnace or when sawn asunder and subjected to
every kind of violent death because of their supposed
wickedness
1I thank god this day for the restoration of this
truth 1I thank god that 1I was ever counted worthy to
in the day when the revelations of jesus are restored
live
1I thank god
with all my heart that 1I am a member of
this
1
most
cherchi
I
glorious honor and digchurch
Js Chur
th
the
think
ehl
ehi
this
churchi
it
nity that could be conferred upon me and more so in the
goodness of god in permitting me to officiate in the holy

chI
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priesthood 1I thank him too that he has inspired his
servants to lead forth his people and bring us here and
provi dences of god and the wise
that through the kind providences
counsels and administrations of his servants we are
blessed with those glorious privileges in being per
mitted
bitted to werear a habitation to the name of the most high
worship this day this chaste this grand
in which
house of god
this magnificent
when 1I reflect upon what god has done for us in
addition to that which 1I have alluded to it gives me
deeper gratitude still in knowing that in all the revelations given us concerning ourselves and our future glory
there has been no concealment concerning the destiny of
our dead who have passed away without a knowledge of the
gospel there would have been something lacking in our
joy had this revelation not been made for we could not
have contemplated our own happiness in the eternal worlds
with any degree of satisfaction if we had been disturbed
by the thought that our ancestors could not partake of
the same blessings we had received
but god in his mercy
has revealed his purposes to us so that there are none
that understand the gospel who cannot enter into this
house and glorify god in his heart because of the full
ness of these blessings and because we know the lord
possesses all the glorious attributes we have ascribed
to him
you enquire of the enlightened men of christendom
respecting their dead and they readily acknowledge it
to be a subject they know nothing about A great many
think that the heathen nations who have died in ignorance are consigned to the miseries of a never ending
hell who with such feelings and belief can glorify god
in their hearts and ascribe to him the glorious attributes of mercy and justice and recognize him as a just
and merciful being
but when we received the gospel there came with it
a distinct message of mercy a message of glad tidings
of great joy that not only the living should receive
the testimony of jesus not only should the living
rejoice in the glorious principles of life and salva
tion but the dead themselves should hear the voice of
the servants of god and the glad tidings of salvation
should be proclaimed in their hearing and through the
exercising of their agency in receiving these truths
come forth
their prison doors could be unlocked and they
and receive as though in the flesh the same blessings
to their good wishes and
exaltation and glory according
good deeds
thus has been swept from our minds every
cause of doubt respecting our dead and our hearts warmed
towards them with joy unspeakable and consequently we
combine our efforts to erect such a building such a holy
house as this is
thus we in our hearts witness to god
the eternal father that we have received indeed of a
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truth the testimony that

he has given to us

that

we

believe the same to be true and that we will with the
aid and power which he bestows upon us devote our
entire lives to the interests of his kingdom bequeath
ausy
usy
ing the same spirit and energy to our children after us
that they too may labor with all their might mind and
strength and the ability with which god shall endow them
to carry on and extend the great work of redemption and
salvation until every son and daughter of adam shall
receive the glad tidings of salvation and shall be
administered for in the holy temples which shall be prepared for that express purpose
might
that god may help us to do this with all our amen
2
and strength is my prayer in the name of jesus
11
II

discourse by elder lorenzo

snow

in occupying the time this morning 1I wish in the
we
your
to
to
place
the
ffirst
fact
that
call
attention
arst
are latterday
day saints or at least ought to be and that
latter
as such we are dependent upon the lord for our instruct
instruc
tion this is in accordance with our faith that we have
to look to him for assistance under all circumstances
in all places in all our affairs of life and in all
matters pertaining to furthering us on in the principles of godliness
assembled together as we are this morning it is very
necessary that we ask the lord for his spirit the spirit
of inspiration to rest upon us as speakers and as hear
ers that we may be enabled to comprehend things that may
be spoken and that they may be adapted to our indivi
dual needs
is impossible to advance in the principles of
it
truth to increase in heavenly knowledge except we
exercise our reasoning faculties and exert ourselves in
we have an instance recorded in the
a proper manner
doctrine and covenants of a misunderstanding on the part
of oliver cowdery touching this principleo
principles
principle the lord
so
promised him the gift to translate ancient recordso
records
record
like many of us today he had misconceptions in regard
to the exercise of the gift he thought all that was
necessary for him to do inasmuch as this gift had been
promised him of god was to allow his mind to wait in
idleness without effort until it should operate spontaneously but when those records were placed before
him there was no knowledge communicated they still

irst
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remained sealed as
came upon him

it

were

for

no power to

translate

the gift to translate had been conferred he
could not prosecute the work simply because he failed
to exert himself before god with the view of developing
edy
lie
lle
disappointedy
he became greatly disappointedly
disappointed
the gift within him and ile
disappoint
goodl
goedl
ess and mercy informed him of
goodress
and tiie
goldress
tile lord in his go
odness
the
odress
his mistake using the following language
fbehold
behold you have not understood you have supposed
1
wouli give it unto you when you took no thought
that I bouli
save it was to ask me but behold 1I say unto you that
you must study it out in your mind then you must ask me
1
your
cause
I
be
and
right
right
that
will
is
if
if
viii
it
it
bosom shall burn within you
etc
so
ng the things which we
0 o in regard to us
respect
respecting
we
expect to improve to advance in
are undertaking
if
us and finally to obtain
the work immediately before vs
ano glories coming up to that
possession of those gifts ane
we
e
we
oon
must
con
eon
lon
ion
of
take
anticipate
conCi
condi
exaltation
ition
concicion
concition
saltation
tion
it
altation
thought and reflect we must eeertt ourselves and that
suy
too to the utmost of our abil
sty
ity young
ability
and
yesterday
the text given us by president
gou
god to
to which we in our prayer this morning asked goa
direct our remarks was the work with which we are now
immediately concerned pertaining to our present wants
elov shall we
and necessities
the question here arises how
regulate our temporal affairs so as to qualify us to perform the duties anci
antl obligations devolving upon us today
anti
and
ie blessings of eternal
and secure to ourselves tthe
life
eternallife
to this subject so far as the lord will givs me his
1holy
spirit through the 1 exercise of your faith 1I wish
to speak this morning
I desire however to confine
myself more
inore particularly to the subject relating to our
lnore
financial union uniting ourselves together as brethren
who have entered 1nto
into the everlasting covenant of the
gospel of the lord jesus christ expecting to dwell
together in the presence of god in the celestial world
we
ire
lre have been told through the revelations of god
lie
and to which our attention has often been called that
unless we became one in temporal as well as spiritual
things it were useless anticipating the fullness of
or a state of oneness in the spiritual
celestial glory
things of god but what course we are to take in order
to arrive at this most desirable condition seems to
remain a difficult unsolved problem
doubtless many
have asked themselves what can we do and how shall we
do it
well let our minds revert for a few minutes to the
time when we received the fullness of the everlasting
gospel in the countries where it first reached us As
soon as we became convinced of the truth and that the
elders who preached the gospel were the servants of god
we offered ourselves as candidates for baptism for the
Ali
alitough
tough

1

4
1

7 ae1e

in

&
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remission of sins receiving the holy ghost through the
laying on of their hands and then felt determined to do
whatever the lord should require through his servants and
continue to follow their counsels in all things even to
the sacrifice of all we possessed if necessary whether
pertaining to the worlds
world wealth or that which we held in
higher and dearer esteem
we learned an important and significant fact that we
were his offspring inheriting though only in infantile
form the same attributes he himself possessed and that
through probationary experience by passing the ordeals
of earth rejecting the evil and accepting the good
these attributes could be developed until eventually we
might receive a fullness of the godhead and dwell in
the presence of the father we became acquainted with
this fact and were convinced in our hearts that the
object which now appeared before us was well worthy of
we could bestow upon it
hence we resolved
all that
that we would accomplishwe the undertaking though at the
well understood that in order
sacrifice of our all
to attain to that position that would entitle us to this
submit ourselves
exaltation it would be necessary to we
wholly to the mind and will of god
in our
felt
hearts to consecrate our wives our children and our
property if we had any and our time and abilities to
the service of god had this law of consecration been
presented at that time it no doubt would have been
hailed with joy as it was in exact accordance with the
spirit of our covenants
according to the order of the celestial world as
day saints respecting the pro
revealed to the latterday
latter
perty we might possess we were required to consecrate
to the lord and then to be made stewards as pointed
all
out by revelation in the book of doctrine and covenants
and were to continue to devote that which might be
entrusted to us to the service of god and so far as we
increased the property of our stewardship we were to
devote the same to the benefit of the kingdom of god
emigrat
which would be used for the building of temples emigran
ing and sustaining the poor and for carrying on the
great work of redeeming israel this feeling which we
entertained at the beginning was to continue to burn in
our bosoms and we were to be faithful and honest in our
professions
1I know that many of us when we came to the valleys
conformed to this law of consecration which is now published in the book of doctrine and covenants we deeded
our property and many were willing perhaps not all
portion of it should
that if necessary every part and god
have been used as the servants of
should have directed
this was the kind ofwefeeling that we then entertained
and just as long as
maintained this condition of mind
but
of willing obedience it was all that was required
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fear that this feeling which gave us

so much joy

which tended to increase our faith and confidence in god
and in one another has not continued to grow correspon
dingly with our general prosperity experience and
pondingly
my testimony to you is that
knowledge of the gospel
so far as this is the case we stand this day not wholly
approved of god although we have the privilege of wor
shipping in this temple reared to his holy name but
just so far as this willingness exists in our hearts to
appropriate our means that we have accumulated for the
up
upbuilding
of the kingdom of god on the earth and that
building
too without grudging even as the formerday
former day saints laid

so far are we
theirs at the feet ofgodthe apostles
who among the latterday
day
approved and accepted of
latter
saints within the hearing of my voice this day could
comprehend this
fail to much
of our business relations one with another
in
there does not exist that spirit of union and brotherly
we
be
should
need to take such
maintained
that
interest
a course as will enable us to acquire it and this spirit
should prevail throughout all our settlements
down

ng us
cannot perceive the hand of god in bringing
baingi
bringi
away from the turmoil and strife of the business world
to these mountain vales where we have the opportunity
and the privilege of building up villages and cities
upon the principle of unity which has been revealed to
us thus affording that necessary discipline which we
could not have obtained among the cities of the gentiles
this training cannot be acquired in one year nor in
years but its acquisition is enhanced in proporfive
an
6n to our willingness to make sacrifices in order to
tion
ti
obtain it by and by the lord will have prepared the
way for some to return to jackson county there to build
up the centre stake of zion
how easy this work can be
accomplished after we have learned to build up cities
our present
and temples here to his divine acceptance
experience is a very needful one without it we should
be totally unfitted for the performance of such a work
we read that the temple which solomon built was erected
without the sound of a hammer being heard there had
been a previous preparation and an experience gained in
some distant locality and a proper training
the
materials were accurately prepared elsewhere and when
brought together were ready for setting each piece to
efficiently are
place As knowledge and efficienty
its propergradually
we may expect that the experience
obtained
that we are getting now in learning how to build up
as
cities in toour present conditiongod conforming as near
to prepossible
the holy order of
is in order we
were
pare us by and by to return to missouri whence
drive and there build up cities and temples to the name
of the most high upon which his glory will descend A
condition of willingness to conform our will to the
who

I
1
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divine will is what we need it might not be deemed
policy to enter into covenants by deed in our property
matters though it may be hereafter but so long as the
us to exclaim in the lanemotions of our souls prompt
guage of joshua that 1 I and my household will serve the
lord so long as this willingness dwells in our hearts
to give ourselves up entirely to the service of god we
are then in the condition to ask the father to hasten the
day when his will shall be done on earth as in heaven
and further when the proper time comes to require the
use of our property in the interests of the great work we
are engaged in the bare mention of it will be sufficient
but we ask should not the bishop who operates in our
temporal matters be a very wise and good man certainly
he should and a man of honor and integrity full of the
holy ghost loving his neighbor as himself and loving
the lord our god with all his might mind and strength
on this we are told
hang the law and the prophets
blessed is he in whom these two principles are developed for such a one is without condemnation he stands
the peer of him referred to in the scriptures by the
the people will soon
savior as one without guile
learn to confide in such a man as he can establish
unmistakable proof before god and before his brethren
that he obeys these commandments in which are involved
the prophets ever lived for
that
alloge
we will suppose further that such an individual as
ofe
1I have described
who really had obeyed these command
ments were placed to preside over a city of a thousand
people all of whom too were living in the advanced conlie must bear in mind his important
lle
he
dition referred to ile
position high responsibilities and who appointed him
to this position he or they in whom god had vested the
authority why is such a man called to act as president
over a people
Is it in order to acquire an influence
and then to use that influence directly for his own
no but on the contrary he is called
aggrandizement
to act in such a position on the same principle as the
priesthood was given to the son of god that he should
make sacrifice
for himself no but in the interests
of the people over whom he preside would he be required
to offer himself up on the cross as did the savior no
but to become the servant of his brethren not their
master and to work in their interest and welfare not
to exercise the influence thus obtained to benefit him
self his family and relatives and personal friends
but esteeming all as his brethren having rights in common with himself and therefore seeking to bless and
benefit all equally according to the talents and worthi
ness they may possess and thus by so doing develop in
himself that fatherly feeling which always exists in the
bosom of the father
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at the present

is too
it
act in such

often the case that the
men who are called to
positions instead of
thus acting according to their holy calling use their
influence their priesthood the sacred powers conferred
upon them for their own benefit and that of their childso
ren and personal friendson
improper
highly
friendso
is
this
friends
it
friend
is wrong and displeasing in the sight of god and of
this sin we are called upon to repent by putting it away
day
from us and beginning to live the lives of latterday
latter
sc
we
to
eints
covenants
have entered
according
lints
the
saints
sacred
iints
into
when you find
rind
find a man who takes the same interest in
those over whom he presides as he does in himself and
family you will naturally begin to have confidence in
that individual but as soon as you find that his feelings by day and by night and the course of his conduct
are such as to tend directly to benefit himself and his
family you will say what interest has he for us we
must look out for ourselves
but where a man works for
the interest of the community he becomes truly a father
to that people working for them with the same feeling
desire and interest as he would for himself it might be
ssaid
sald
al d of him as it should be said of all men that he
loves his brethren or in other words his neighbor
as himself now let the man who acts as the presiding
elder of his ward manifest by word and action these
fatherly feelings towards those he presides over and
how soon we would begin to perceive perfect confidence
restored
possibly such a man might not always possess finan
ciering abilities and possibly the people themselves
might not have confidence in his abilities to manage or
direct temporal affairs this is quite supposable for
good sound principled men are not always endowed with
great financiering
finan ciering abilities yet from the fact of his
having established himself in the hearts of the people
and his being known by them for his integrity and hon
esty and his disposition to work for the interests of
god and the people willing to make any sacrifice that
might be required of him he possesses their confidence
and when once in possession of so sacred a trust what
then might he do in order to satisfy the minds of the
people which are more or less inclined to be progressive let such a man call to his aid those of his brethren who are the most capable letting them share his
responsibilities because you will find as a general
thing that talent is diffused through the many and
rarely combined in single individuals and it only needs
opportunity in order to be developed he might say to
one
here brother so and so you are better adapted to
1
am
to
or
or
I
than
another
position
that
this
fill
you are the man best fitted for this department
and
so on until he gets the talents of all brought out and
time

3
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instead of diminishing the public confidence in himself
such a course would add to it
further he would be
doing for his brethren that which the united order designs
to do for all namely to afford opportunity to develop
the gift that nature has endowed us with therefore 1I
say that all these matters can be got along with pro
vided we have the sure and safe foundation which should
be based on honesty and integrity to god and the true
with a people of
interests of his kingdom and people same
one heart and mind possessed of the
feelings and
aspirations as we were when we first embraced the gospel
in connection with our present knowledge and experience
in the practical workings of building up the kingdom
how easy it would be to establish our home industries or
mercantile institutions and carry them on successfully
every one would be on hand like israel when in the
desert and journeying to the land of canaan they were
required to build a movable tabernacle for certain sacred
purposes and the people brought their offerings etc
moses
had to cry out
and
sufficient
so it would be with us as far as
to the people to stop

even more than were

willingness on the part of the people was concerned to
take an active part in any general movement that might be
projected whatever means or property or time might be
devoted by the community for the establishing of any certain enterprise would be done in good faith for every
heart would be inspired with confidence everyone con
sidering
sideling
his interest identified with that of the whole
si
dering
but it takes time to get the people into this con
dition
aition here in this southern country we understand
that the people have been endeavoring to work together
digap
in the united order meeting with more or less disap
pointment
because of reverses or failures in our
attempts to successfully operate our temporal affairs
we should not allow such disappointment to detract from
the principle itself but rather let us attribute our
misfortunes to human weaknesses regarding the prin
ciple as divine revealed for our special benefit and
blessing and in every instance of apparent failure let
us ever be resolved to try again
the principles of
plural marriage were revealed for the benefit and exaltation of the children of men but how much unhappiness
has arisen through failure on the part of some who have
contracted this order of marriage to conform to the
laws that govern it
but does it arise through any
defect in the order of the marriage system 0 no but
from ignorance and the folly and wickedness of those
individuals who enter into it who abuse rather than
righteously obey it so in regard to the principles of
the united order its principles too are sacred and 1I
assure you we will never go back to jackson county
missouri there to build up the new jerusalem of the
latter days until there is a perfect willingness on our
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part to conform to its rules and principles many years
have transpired since we received the revelation of the
united order and in one sense that long period of time
bespeaks negligence on our part in not more fully obeying
my
very
of
the
principles
ito
in
order
estimation
that
it
were given for our temporal and spiritual salvation
in
order to derive the benefit that god designed should flow
from them they must be established and systematized on
the principle of righteousness each person learning to
love his neighbor as him
himselfo
selfo
seife for us to undertake to
seire
himself
deal with them on any other principle would virtually
open the way to bitter disappointment
then allow me to repeat let me find a community that
is willing to conform to this bringing to mind the covenants made in the beginning when we received the fullness of the gospel willing to bring to mind when they
dedicated all they possessed their property their
talents their mental and physical powers to the build
ing up of his kingdom remembering the time when we did
this the blessings of god were upon us and his spirit
burned within us
then let those who preach in the
midst of that community of saints realize what the
priesthood was placed upon them for let them know and
fully sense why they were appointed to fill such and
such an office viz that they should act in the spirit
of our master a servant of a119
that they learn to con
all
ail
ali
sider and esteem in the same affectionate interest the
welfare of all as they do that of themselves and be in
very deed fathers to the people then will they enter
into the spirit of the two great commands upon which
said the savior hang the law and the prophets namely
loving the lord with all our might mind and strength
and our neighbor as ourselves
this in my opinion is
the foundation of our future success temporally and
spiritually in this united order until we come down
to the bedrock of honesty and sincerity in this matter
dealing with temporal as with spiritual things whole
heartedly holding all and ourselves sacred to the serlureo
vice of god we may expect more or less failures
failureo
fal
fai
failure
me way to the brethren who are and who contem
bontem
letconnecting
plate
themselves actively and entirely with
the priesthood was bestowed upon
this holy order that
you as upon the son of god himself for no other purpose than that through sacrifice you might be proven
that peradventure at the last day you might stand
approved before god and before perfect and holy beings
and that in order to merit this divine approval it may
be necessary to forget self and individual agg
aggrandize
aggrandise
randise
you
ment and seek the interest of your brethren
are
if
ready and willing to do this and if your everyday life
and conduct and the spirit within you testify the fact
you will establish confidence in the hearts of those who
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with whom you are more immediately assoni
associ
matterso
terso
abed
matters
ated in temporal mat
batterso
confidence is ofttimes referred to by our brethren
especially when speaking on the subject of the united
order it is spoken of and written on by the religious
ealy
caly and the financial world and the present
the politically
politicaly
politi
political
condition of the whole is such as to force itself upon
we
may
our serious attent
lono
iono
confidently apprehend
attentiono
attentions
attention
that as history shall chronicle the developments of
this our progressive world we shall witness more and
more the necessity of it
for as palpable and what
may be termed legitimate fraud increases and the whole
world ripens in iniquity generally confidence will
lessen and become more priceless and precious this is
quite obvious to all men in whose hearts dwell a spark
of that spirit by which the prophets foretold the destiny of the nations confidence can be acquired only
on the principle of righteousness whether it be applied
to the monarch or the peasant the religionist or the
non religionist merit alone commands it
then let us live the lives of latter day saints
that we may first beget confidence in ourselves then
we shall begin to have confidence in each other in god
eso A people in this condition of propromiseso
and in his promis
promises
gress would know no failures everything would prosper
that they put their hands to they would grow in faith
1I tell you
and in good works
in the name of the lord
god that the time is coming when there will be no safety
only in the principles of union for therein lies the
secret of our temporal and spiritual salvation we have
been enabled to establish settlements towns and vil
lages and we have been abundantly blessed with the
necessaries and conveniences of life notwithstanding we
have been slow to hearken to and obey the commands of
1
god
jehovaho
jehovah
ho
to
would
I
that every bishop and presiding
Jehova
officer would this day in this holy temple covenant and
swear before him the lord our god that they would turn
and serve him with all their might mind and strength
and work in the interest of the people as they would for
themselves for my greatest desire is to see zion established according to the revelations of god to see her
inhabitants industrious and self sustaining filled with
wisdom and the power of god that around us may be built
a wall of defence a protection against the mighty powers
herms
of our Fat
herts family are contending and filling up
fathers
brim and this pretheir cup of iniquity even to the we
who are the ack
paring themselves for the burning
knowledged children of the kingdom being filled with
the righteousness and knowledge of god may be like the
know you and

9

3
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wise virgins

clothed in our wedding garments and pro3
5
coming
our
perly prepared for the
saviori
of
savior3
Savior
lord and savior5

ili
lil
lii
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III

you
young
gham
brigham
president
aham
br
i
discourse
resident
1I would like to say a great deal during this confer1
ence to the latterday
day
I shall be able to
but
saints
latter
talk but little and therefore when 1I do speak 1I wish
you to listen and this 1I believe all of you will do
1I think that
as a people we are nearer alike in
the sentiments and feelings of our hearts than in our
words
from the most excellent discourse which we have
heard this morning from brother cannon 1I believe that
the people might gather the idea that we shall be
expected to divide our property equally one with another
1I will
and that this will constitute the united order
give you my view in as few words as possible with
regard to this subject which 1I will promise you are
correct
the lord wishes and requires us to develop the abil
ity within us and to utilize the ability of these men
women and children called latter day saints
the most of the inhabitants of the earth are incapfo dictating and devising for themselves
in many
able to
instances there is reason for this for they are opposed
to that degree that for the lack of opportunity they are
not able to develop the talents and ability that are
within them this is the condition of the people of most
of the nations of the earth all those who come out from
the world espousing the gospel of jesus place themselves in a condition to be taught of him but instead
of teaching them personally he has raised up his authorized teachers to do this work and what does he expect
lie
ile
he requires absolutely requires of us to
of us to do lle
take these people who have named his name through baptism and teach them how to live and how to become
healthy wealthy and wise this is our duty
supposing that the property of the whole community
were divided today equally amongst all what might we
expect why a year from today we should need another
division for some would waste and squander it away
while others would add to their portion the skill of
building up and establishing the zion of our god on the
earth is to take the people and teach them how to take
care of themselves and that which the lord has entrusted
to their care and to use all that we command to glorify
by
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his holy name this is the work of regenerating of
elevating mankind to the higher plane of the gospel in
other words of simply teaching them their duty
with regard to our property as 1I have told you many
times the property which we inherit from our heavenly
father is our time and the power to choose in the dis
position of the same this is the real capital that is
bequeathed unto us by our heavenly father all the rest
is what he may be pleased to add unto us to direct to
counsel and to advise in the disposition of our time
pertains to our calling as gods servants according to
the wisdom which he has given and will continue to give
unto us as we seek it
now if we could take this people in their present
condition and teach them how to sustain and maintain
themselves and a little more we would add to that which
we already have but to take what we have and divide
amongst or give to people without teaching them how to
earn and produce would be no more nor less than to
introduce the means of reducing them to a state of
poverty
1I do not wish for one moment to recognize the idea
that in order to establish the united order our property has to be divided equally among the people to let
them do what they please with it
but the idea is to
get the people into the same state of unity in all
things temporal that we find ourselves in with regard
to things spiritual
then let those who possess the
ability and wisdom direct the labors of those not so
endowed until they too develop the talents within them
and in time acquire the same degree of ability
what do you say to this doctrine
Is it right or
wrong
Z the congregation answered
right31
right 31
is
it
we want to get at a correct understanding respecting
these matters which so materially concern us what
all
would be the first lesson necessary to teach the people
were we to commence to direct their labors to the great
end of becoming of one heart and one mind in the lord
of establishing zion and being filled with the power of
god
upon
stop
to
expending
be
would
lavishing
and
tt
it
our dear selves all needless adornments and to stop pur
chasing the importations of babylon we can ourselves
produce every thing necessary for our consumption our
wear our convenience and comfort right here at home
we can produce and manufacture the material necessary to
beautify our lands gardens and orchards to beautify
and furnish our houses and to adorn the beautiful bodies
which we inhabit without sending our means to france to
england and other countries for things which can a little
better be made at home among ourselves the material of
which these cushions were made which adorn the pulpits
was
were produced here
sheep
from
the
taken
after
it
provo
was
our
factory into the cloth
manufactured at
it
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you nowsee
now
nov see and the material of which the silk trim
lowsee
ings were made was raised spun and made up by some

we
might exhibit to
territory
in
this
sisters
you handkerchiefs dress patterns and shawls all of
silk made by our sisters out of the raw material pro
deuced
duced here through the enterprise and industry of a few
these are only simple specimens of what can be done
suppose 1I were to say
ladies how do you like them
we can
pretty well
do you not think they would say
improve on what has been done and we want you to do so
plant out the mulberry tree and raise the silk and let
your dresses your shawls your bonnets and your ribbons
and everything you use to clothe and adorn your bodies
be the workmanship of your own hands
the brethren
let
take hold and carry out in every department the same
principle of home manufacture until we shall be able to
produce the materials and make up every article necessary to clothe and adorn the body from the crown of the
head to the soles of the feet
then we shall become a
have to
selfsustaining
self sustaining and growing people and we shall
we
do it
which
the
elements
in
in
live
is
this
all
and we need the skill to utilize the elements to our
growth and wealth and this is true financiering
finan ciering
we can now see the growth of the latterday
day saints
latter
and it is marvelous to us to see the multitude of little
towns springing up here and there and we are under the
necessity of saying give us more room for the older
spread
settlements are thickening up and the people are you
can
ing out and filling up new valleys continually
see the shoots putting forth and taking root still the
old stock is good is alive and rapidly increasing
we
more
to
valleys
has
been
asked
intend
settle
if
it
why certainly we expect to fill the next valley and then
the next and the next and so on
has been the cry
it
of late through the columns of the newspapers that the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons are going into mexico
thelt
thut
that is quite right we
to go there are we going back to jackson
calculate yes
are
county
As soon as the way opens up
when
we all going
0 no
of course not
the country is not
large enough to hold our present members when we do
return there will there be any less remaining in these
mountains than we number today no there may be a hundred then for every single one that there is now
is
it
folly in men to suppose that we are going to break up
these our hard earned homes to make others in a new
country we intend to hold our own here and also penetrate the north and the south the east and west there
to make others and to raise the ensign of truth
this
is the work of god that marvelous work and a wonder
referred to by ancient men of god who saw it in its
incipiency as a stone cut out of the mountains without
hands but which rolled and gathered strength and magnitude until it filled the whole earth we will continue

of our
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to increase and spread abroad and the powers of
earth and hell combined cannot hinder it all who are
found opposing god and his people will be swept away and
their names be forgotten in the earth As the prophets
joseph and hyrum were murdered and as they massacred
our brethren and sisters in missouri so they would have
served us years and years ago if they had had to power
to do so
but the lord almighty has said thus far thou
shalt go and nowe farther and hence we are spared to carry
on his work
are in his hands the nations of the
earth are in his hands he rules in the midst of the
armies of heaven and executes his pleasure on the earth
the hearts of all living are in his hands and he turns
them as the rivers of water are turned
we have no business here other than to build up and
establish the zion of god it must be done according to
the will and law of god after that pattern and order by
which enoch built up and perfected the former day zion
which was taken away to heaven hence the saying went
abroad that zion had fled by and by it will come back
again and as enoch prepared his people to be worthy of
translation so we through our faithfulness must prepare
ourselves to meet zion from above when it shall return to
earth and to abide the brightness and glory of its coming
my brethren and sisters
1I do really delight in hearing our brethren speak on this holy order of heaven
unity of purpose and action in carrying out the will of
our father has been my theme all the day long but 1I
have continually plead with the saints not to waste their
substance upon the lust of the eye and the flesh for
that is contrary to the will and commandments of god 1I
wish to say that whoever have faith enough to inherit the
kingdom will find that their inheritance will
celestial
be upon this earth
this earth is our home aby and by it
will be sanctified and glorified and become fit dwell
ing place for the sanctified and they will dwell upon
1
1
say
ever
ever
I
and
I labor for
for
will
further
it
the earth 1I never mean to be satisfied until the whole
earth is yielded to christ and his people when brother
george Q tells us we should not labor for the earth and
the things of this world he means we should not labor
with sinful motives and to gratify the lusts of the
flesh but if we possessed the treasure of the gentile
world could we not send our elders to the ends of the
earth bearing the precious gospel to all living could
we not sustain their families during their absence
could we not build temple after temple and otherwise
yes
on
redemption
work
but keep the
of
the
hasten
people in poverty and how are we to accomplish this great
1I say
us gather and accumulate the things of
work
let manner
the earth in the
indicated by the lord and then
devote it to god and the building up of his kingdom
to grow
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this doctrine is i t right or wrong
jthe
athe
righta
7 what little
right
the congregation said
rightg
right7
is
it
1
1

at

what do
wh

you say to

it
suppose

property I have I wish

to be devoted to the building
1I have as much as any other
always ready to receive and

of zion and 1I
1I am
man in the church
take care of the blessings that god showers upon me and
am always ready and willing to devote the same to the
building up of his kingdom
many of you may have heard what certain journalists
have had to say about brigham young being opposed to free
1I am opposed to free education as much as 1
I am
schools
opposed to taking away property from one man and giving
how
who
to
to
care
not
knows
take
of it but
another
it
when you come to the fact 1I will venture to say that 1I
school ten children to every one that those do who co1I now pay the school fees of a
mplain so much of me
number of children who are either orphans or sons and
daughters of poor people but in aiding and blessing
the poor 1I do not believe in allowing my charities to
go through the hands of a set of robbers who pocket
nine
tenths themselves and give one tenth to the poor
ninetenths
therein is the difference between us 1I am for the real
act of doing and not saying would 1I encourage free
schools by taxation no that is not in keeping with
the nature of our work we should be as one family our
hearts and hands united in the bonds of the everlasting
covenant our interests alike our children receiving
equal opportunities in the school room and the college
we have today more children between the ages of 5
and 20 years who can read and write than any state or
territory of the union of a corresponding number of
inhabitants this is not exactly sustained by the sta
a
few of the states but from what
published
of
ristics
tistics
we know of them we believe it to be the fact
on the whole we have as good school houses as can be
found and it is our right to have better ones and to
excel in everything that is good
As to my health 1I feel many times that 1I pould
could not
live an hour longer but 1I mean to live just as long as
1I know not how soon the messenger will call for
1I can
4
amen
me but 1I calculate to die in the harness
up
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APPENDIX

C

COTTAGES FOR TEMPLE WORKERS

plans were made to build cottages for st george
temple workers
concerning these cottages the following
was published in the salt lake tribune
0

stake to build cottages for temple workers
LDS social security project
given approval at st
sto george
tribune intermountain service
aug 21
plans for a unique project
21plans
under the LDS church social security program were revealed
here saturday by william Rro palmer president of the st
george region of the church program
programo
programs
pro gramo
george
A six
cottage
court
workers
st
in
for
unit
sixunit
will be constructed jointly by stakes comprisLDS templegeorge
ing the st
temple district
construction of the
cottages will be undertaken immediately and the complete
CEDAR CITY

project will cost approximately 20000

approval of the proposed work was given at a regional
meeting of LDS stake presidents bishoprics and relief
society presidents held at duck creek on the dixie national
more
week
during
the
than 100 LDS ward and stake
forest
representatives and members of their families attended the
outdoor meet which included a recreational and sports program
thursday evening
progress lauded

ashton president of the ensign LDS
stake and member of the church general committee in charge
of the security program was present and expressed pleasure
at the progress shown throughout this region in social security work among church members president palmer presided
at the meetings and was assisted by claude hirschi president of the zion park stake as vice president of the regional
setup
marvin

0

132
152
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parovan
george
are
Pa rowan
region
stakes included in the st
panguitch stake
canab st george and moapa
zion park kanab
moaba
which is included in this temple district was represented
at the meeting by president james L hatch of panguitch

reports received
reports of progress being made in the various wards
and stakes on the security program were heard at the duck
creek gathering as well as outlines of plans for new projects
an agreement was reached with officials of the moapa
moaba
nev
stake whereby a tract of ground owned by the stake
immediately north of the st george temple would be provided
president palmer said that each
for the new temple court
would construct one cottage unit
and
stake participating
parowan
on
the carowan stake unit would begin immediately
that work
to be completed this fall
six units planned

the court will consist of six cottage units of four
apartments each and will be made available to temple workers
for just enough to defray costs of upkeep and repair according to mr palmer each unit will be 422 feet square and the
four apartments comprising the units will provide a combined
living and sleeping room kitchenette and bath
be used in
locally
white brick manufactured
will
parowan
of
the construction
the carowan stake unit and it is likely
that all cottages will be finished in white to harmonize
with the temple grounds of the court will be landscaped
contemplate construction of a community
later plans room
center with laundry
small dance floor and recreational
room

history

isalt
lake tribune august
sait
salt
august 21 1937
p11
pli
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1937
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description

D

OF ST

GEORGE TEMPLE

the following description was furnished by edward

parry chief mason

L

on tempie
temple

george temple is located on block 27 plat B
st
sec 30
of st george city survey and on part of S E
township 422 south of range 15 west of salt lake meridean
merideauo
being near the centre of the valley which extends south to
the rio virgin

depth of foundation 10 feet width 12 feet in which
small volcanic rocks were pounded by horse power and a 900
on this footing were laid large flat volcanic
pound hammer
rocks ranging from 7 to 12 feet long 3 to 4 feet wide and
12 to 114 inches thick weighing from ooo
000 to 7500 poundso
pounds
4000
the width of the foundation diminishes gradually from the
bottom to the ground level from the ground level to the top
of the basement and water table is 3 ft 8 in and under
roof timbers 2 ft 8 in
the style of the building is modern gothic tower
is square base with octagon dome
4
8
length of building 141
93
width
in
in
11
ft
ft
8
to top of parapet tower
height from grade of ground 84
ft
vaneo
ato
31 ft square and 135 ft
vane
fto high to top of caneo
kind of roek
rock
volcanic in foundation upper part of
rockvolcanic
the building red sandstone
quantity of rock in the building about 1900 cords or
17000 tons
one million feet
lumber used in the building
there are 11 rooms in the basement
the first main room above the basement is 99 ft x
78 ft
the ceiling is elliptical and the centre of the
ato
ceiling is 27 ft
fto from the main floor
the second main room and side rooms are duplicates of
the first
13
134

135

the baptismal font in the basement is of iron and cast
at the foundry in salt lake city 339 miles distant from
youngo
B
young
presto
prest
was
bo
by
and
st george cost 5000.00
donated
500000
pounds
the weight of the font oxen and stairs is 18000 poundsc
font room 35 by 400 ft
the estimated cost of the building was 800000.00
80000000
cash

number
of
it
it
it
it

tl

if
ll
11

inside doors
outside doors

round windows
long windows
extra long windows

92
6

50
58
8

first

1873
foundation rock was laid loth march 18711
the salt lake herald published the following descripgeorge
temple
of
st
the
tion
the greatest number of men employed at one time was
2150
250 the least number 25 average 1500
150 architect of ground
00
0 angel of west end and north
plan and east elevation T oo
romney
superintendent of masonry Eeo L
miles
elevation
parry

about 10000 bushels of lime were required in the
building and 30000 bushels of sando
sand it has taken about
100 staging poles which cost near fifty dollars each
the
building is being plastered with cement outside giving it
a snowy whiteness on a black basaltic base
there are ten
columns in relief or pilasters on each side the height of
2
wall the whole being a modern gothic design
the following description of the st george temple
was published in the deseret news
temple
tempie
the st george temples
templesbrother
brother george kirkham jr
carpenter of lehi who worked on the temple at st george
during last winter hands us the following information in
wicopy
icopy
copy

george temple memorandum furnished
st
by edward L parry chief mason february 8th
1878 st
ath 18789
george public library
22documentary
documentary history 1183 unpublished history by
brigham young church historians library see also journal
history april 9 1876
186 p 23 also salt lake herald
april 9 1876
W

of

136
156

the form of notes respecting that structure which he took
the trouble to collect while on the ground
93 feet 4 inches
the temple is 141 feet 8 inches long 95
84
wide and 138
158 feet high to the top of the spirea
spireo
spire
is
it
feet to the top of the parapet walls which are 7 feet 8 inches
seso the weight of the stone in
thick including the buttres
buttresseso
buttresses
the building is 17000 tons and measures 1900 cordeso
cordso
cords there
are 9 floors in the square tower and 202 steps lead to the
top of the roof of the dameo
domeo
dome the feather of the vane is 7
feet and a half long and 18 inches wide at the top of the
domeo
dameo
dome there are 120 steps in the winding staircase and there
are four floors in the main part of the building there
largest is 100 feet 6 inches long by 79 feet wide and
56000 feet of lumber in it in two of the largest
there are 36000
rooms there are 28 columns and there are 352
552 pieces of timber
in each of them which amount to 9856 pieces in alio
allo they
are after the gothic stylea
are 116 outside windows
styleo
style there
23 feet long and will have 75 panes
the largest being about 25
of glasso
glass the next largest window in the round tower is
31 panes of glass in it
23 feet long and has got 51
about 25
ito the
next window is about 11 feet long and there are 65 pieces
38 panes of
of timber in one of the frames and it will have 58
glass in it in each of the round window frames there are
74 pieces of timber and it is put together with 600 nails
8
outare
and there will be 24 panes of glass in ito
there
it
dooroo
side doors and 92 inside doorso
doors the font room in the basement is 55
35 by 40 feet square and the weight of the font and
pounds they
18000 pounds each ox weighing 600 poundso
is 189000
cattle
coo of salt lake cilyo
were made by davis howe & co
cityo
there are
city
64 rooms in the building
most of the lumber came from
mount trumbull in arizona about 70 miles from saint georgeo
george
the stone was quarried only about 53 miles from the temple
and the lime was obtained about 4 miles distant
the stone
of the foundations is black volcanic and very hardo
bardo
hard that of
the walls is red sandstone and of a soft nature the ffirst
video
course of rock was 12 feet wide
vide the roof is covered with
a composition of canvass tar and sando
sand the scaffold poles
cost 25 each there were 200 of them aggregating 50000
5000o
5000
the building stands a little south of the city of saint
george on rising ground
9

all
ali
ail

5

5

twenty tons of rope have been used on the temple
during its construction there is about 400000 feet of lumber in the floor of the building including the joistso
the
joists
foists
lumber used in forming the elliptic arches in the two large
hc
alls
tils
halis
halls
tlls would53 measure 53 miles long one foot wide and one
inch thick
17
Z

history

news
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gjgjlnya april
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13
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18769
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13
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by

kirk

M

curtis

ABSTRACT

this volume contains available data pertaining to
the history of the latter day saint temple located in
st george utah

all readily available

sources were used including
public private church and university libraries the
volume contains the following information
background of the area

under the leadership of brigham young

the mormon

IS
almost
into the salt lake valley in july 1847
immediately after settling the salt lake valley the church
began an extensive colonization program and in the 1850s
1850
brigham young sent a group of pioneers to settle the rio
virgin valley for the purpose of raising cotton
in 1861 a large group of pioneers were sent to rein
force the
colonies in the rio virgin valley and as a result
thecolonies
st george became a thriving community the people who went to
colonize utahs dixie encountered many difficulties there and
as a result many left to find an easier place to make a living

pioneers

came

site
A temple had been started in salt lake city but it
that it would take many years to complete this temple
temple

seen

so in 1861

plans were

made

for the construction of
1

was

a temple in

2

st george utah

ham
brigham
the temple site was selected by brig-

young and dedicated november

9

1871

construction period
ground breaking took place and excavation began on
november 9 1871 and the first stone was laid march 10 1873
1875
and in order to build a firm
the ground was wet and boggy anc
un dation on wl
unnation
which
ffoundation
lich to build the temple tons of black vol
ilch
undation
ec
binic
eanie
canic
canle
tinic rock taken from a black ridge to the west of st george
w
were
re pounded into tiye
vere
the ground with a pile driver made from an
old cannon barrel
the structure above ground was constructed
stone hills to the
of rec
red stand
standstone
red sandstone taken from the redl
north of st george one million feet of lumber was used in
constructing the temple most of which came from mount trumbull
in northern arizona some eighty miles southwest of st george
the cost of the temple was between 800000 and
ooo
11000000
000 ooo
000
people from all over the territory donated labor
J
naple
daple
raple
te
temple
and mater
materials
ais
als to build the tempie
brigham young maintained a winter home in st george
and spent much time there overseeing the work on the temple
lq
lle
lie
ile
pushed the work to completion before his death in august
3

1

14.
14

1877

temple dedications
ay
3y

com
17
coim
ealm
calm
enough
enougli of the temple was eom
1877
january 1 187
so
ppleted
on
to
work
baptisms
be
and
plated
ordinance
feted
carried
leted for
lV
me
a
at uhls
partial dedication took place wilford
this
ilford
4
C
woo
young
Voo
oun
president
to
0 0 cruff
brigham
dedicated
counselor
voocruff
ril
rii f
selor
ounselor
13
13
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the basement including the font room and the sealing rooms
in the east tower were dedicated by elder brigham young jr
one of the council of twelve apostles
the temple was completed and the final dedication took

april

with daniel H wells counselor to
president brigham young offering the dedicatory prayer at
the time of this final dedication the semi annual general
conference of the church was moved from salt lake city to
st george where it was held in the st george temple

place

on

6

1877

claimed manifestations
subsequent to this dedication healings and other
spiritual manifestations occurred in the temple as attested
to by various individuals
app
appendix
ndix
adix

meetings held in temple
B
sermons preached in temple
C
detailed description of temple
the st george temple stands as a monument to those
early pioneers who through hard work much sacrifice and
great faith were able to accomplish the task assigned to them
A
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